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Abstract

The Reykjanes Peninsula in southwest Iceland offers excellent opportunities to study the dynamics of an obliquely divergent plate boundary zone. Both left-lateral shear and extension are accommodated on the peninsula, resulting in a plate boundary zone characterised by high earthquake activity as well as recent volcanism. This thesis investigates crustal deformation and earthquakes along the plate boundary on the Reykjanes Peninsula, using a variety of geophysical methods.

In the first paper, we use GPS velocities from 2000–2006 to derive a kinematic elastic half-space model of the plate boundary deformation on the Reykjanes Peninsula. The model predicts left-lateral motion of $18^{+4}_{-3}$ mm/yr and opening of $7^{+3}_{-2}$ mm/yr below a locking depth of $7^{+1}_{-2}$ km (95% confidence levels). The resulting deep motion, of $20^{+4}_{-3}$ mm/yr in the direction of $N(100^{+8}_{-6})^\circ$E, agrees well with the predicted relative North America - Eurasia rate, showing that the observed surface deformation is consistent with the plate motion models. The GPS strain rate fields, however, reveal temporal and spatial variations within the plate boundary zone due to shallow sources related to earthquakes or geothermal activity.

The second paper presents the first comprehensive analysis of the seismicity on the Reykjanes Peninsula, since early instrumental earthquake recordings in 1926. The seismicity on the peninsula shows a systematic change from primarily earthquake swarms in the west to mainshock-aftershock sequences in the east, reflecting the transition from seafloor spreading along the Reykjanes Ridge to transform motion in the South Iceland Seismic Zone. The state of stress during 1997–2006, as estimated from inversion of micro-earthquake focal mechanisms, is mainly strike-slip with a tendency toward a normal stress state. We find
an excellent agreement between the directions of least compressive stress from inversion of earthquake data and the directions of greatest extensional strain rate derived from GPS data, indicating that the earthquakes are primarily driven by plate motion.

Finally, the third paper presents a geodetic study of the crustal deformation on the Reykjanes Peninsula, using Interferometric Synthetic Aperture Radar (InSAR) data from 1992–1999 and 2003–2008, as well as GPS data from 2000–2009. The geodetic data reveal deformation due to the plate spreading, anthropogenic subsidence due to geothermal fluid extraction in the Reykjanes, Svartsengi and Hellisheidi fields and, possibly, increasing pressure in the Krísvíkur geothermal system. The installation of the Reykjanes geothermal power plant in 2006 results in subsidence of around 10 cm during the first two years of production. Short-lived swarms of micro-earthquakes as well as aseismic fault movement appear to be triggered by the stresses due to geothermal fluid extraction.
Ágrip

Ritgerðin fjallar um jarðskorpuhreyfingar og jarðskjálfta á Reykjanesskaga. Flekskil Norður-Ameríku og Evrasíu flekanna liggja eftir skaganum endilöngum, frá Reykjaneshrygg í vestri að Suðurlandsbrotabeltinu í austri. Rekstefnan er ekki hornrétta á flekskili á Reykjanesskaga, og það veldur bæði vinstri-handar skúfrhreyfingu og gliðnum yfir skagan. Mikil jarðskjalftavirkni og eldvirkni á nútína eru á flekskilum, og svæðið því tilvaldi til rannsókn á ferlum sem einkenna vírk skásæt (e. oblique) rekelti.

Ritgerðin er samsett úr þremur vísinagreimum ásamt inngangi. Í fyrstu greininni er greint frá niðurstöðum Global Positioning System (GPS) landmælinga á Reykjanesskaga á tímafrétt 2000 til 2006. Með endurteknun GPS mælingum má reikna færslu og færsluhraða stöðva í landmælinganetinu og þannig fæst þríð mynd af jarðskorpuhreyfingum á skaganum. Þríðið hraðakortið er síðan notað til að gera líkan af flekskilunum. Til einföldunar gerir líkan þáð fyrir að jörðin sé fjárrandi hálfrúm og að hreyfingunni á flekskilunum megi líysa sem skriði á lóðrétta flöðum. Andhverfureikningar (e. inversion) eru notaðir til að meta hraða vinstri-handar skúfrhreyfingar og gliðunar ásamt þykkta bordgjörnu jarðskorpunnar á þessu svæði. Í því líkan sem fellur best að mæligögnunum er áleg vinstri-handar skúfrhreyfing sem nemur 18+4–3 millimetrum (mm), gliðnum sem er um 7+3–2 mm, og þykktingu skorpunnar er 7+1–2 km (óvissa er metin sem 95% vikmörk). Líkanð bender til þess að færsla í neðri skorpu/efri móttli undir flekskilunum á Reykjanesskaga sé um 20+4–3 mm á ári í stefnu N(100+8–6)° Austur, sem er í samræmi við viðtekni líkón af hreyfingu Evrasíu flekans miðað við Norður-Ameríku á stærri lengdarkerfiða. Breytingar á hraða aflögunar (e. strain rate) sem greina má milli ára tengjast grunnstæðum ferlum í bordgjörnu skorpunni, s.s. jarðskjalftum og jarðhitavirkni.
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Chapter 1

Introduction

The main objective of this PhD project is to improve our understanding of the dynamics of an oblique, divergent plate boundary: the Reykjanes Peninsula in southwest Iceland. Some of the questions that are addressed in this work are whether the deformation within the plate boundary zone is consistent with the plate motion predicted by the plate models, and how the regional distributed strain at the surface relates to the discrete, brittle deformation at depth. Several different geophysical techniques have been applied, namely GPS, InSAR, surface deformation modelling, earthquake analysis, and stress tensor inversion of earthquake focal mechanisms.

This thesis consists of two parts. The first part is an introduction to the study area and the methods used in the project. The second and main part is a compilation of three papers that address different aspects of the plate boundary deformation on the Reykjanes Peninsula. The included papers are:


1.1 The Reykjanes Peninsula

The Icelandic plate boundary is a complicated and changing system of volcanic rifts and fault zones, due to the interplay between the Mid-Atlantic spreading ridge and the Icelandic mantle plume (Figure 1.1). Throughout the geological history of Iceland the westward motion of the spreading ridge, with respect to the mantle plume, has resulted in a number of eastward rift jumps and an increasing offset of the plate boundary in Iceland from the Mid-Atlantic spreading ridge (Einarsson, 1991). As a result, most of the plate boundary in Iceland is oriented at an oblique angle to the spreading direction. On the Reykjanes Peninsula, the plate boundary trends approximately N80°E, highly oblique to the NUVEL-1A spreading direction of N103°E at 63.9°N, 22.0°W (DeMets et al., 1994).

Figure 1.1: Neovolcanic and seismic zones of Iceland. Orange colours indicate the volcanic systems (Einarsson and Sæmundsson, 1987), and red dots are 1997–2008 earthquake locations from the SIL seismic catalogue. RR: Reykjanes Ridge, SISZ: South Iceland Seismic Zone, S: Snæfellsnes Peninsula, WVZ: Western Volcanic Zone, EVZ: Eastern Volcanic Zone, NVZ: Northern Volcanic Zone. The box shows the location of the Reykjanes Peninsula (Figure 1.2), and the arrows show the direction of the 2 cm/yr spreading across the Reykjanes Peninsula between North America and Eurasia (DeMets et al., 1994).
Rifting on the Reykjanes Peninsula began after a rift jump 6–7 Ma ago (Sæmundsson, 1978). Today, the plate boundary is expressed as a zone of high seismicity and recent volcanism, forming the transition from the offshore Reykjanes Ridge in the west to the South Iceland Seismic Zone in the east (Einarsson, 1991). Earthquake surveys on the western part of the peninsula have revealed that the seismic zone is not a single fault but rather a series of strike-slip and normal faults (Klein et al., 1973, 1977). Analyses of the seismicity since early earthquake recordings in 1926 show that there is a systematic change in the seismicity on the Reykjanes Peninsula, from primarily swarm activity in the west to mainshock-aftershock sequences in the east (Tryggvason, 1973; Einarsson, 1991; Keiding et al., 2009). The largest earthquakes on the peninsula reach magnitudes above 6 on the eastern part of the peninsula. A pioneering geodetic study using electronic distance measurements from 1968–1972 indicated a combination of left-lateral motion and extension (Brander et al., 1976). Recent modelling of GPS data from 2000–2006 has confirmed that the observed deformation is consistent with the predicted oblique plate motion on a regional scale (Árnadóttir et al., 2006; Keiding et al., 2008).

The peninsula is almost entirely covered with postglacial lavas with lesser interglacial lavas and hyaloclastites (Sæmundsson and Einarsson, 1980). Eruptive activity on the Reykjanes Peninsula appears to repeat itself in a thousand-year cycle, consisting of an eruptive period lasting a few hundred years and a non-eruptive period lasting several hundred years (Sigurgeirsson, 1995). The most recent eruption occurred in the 13th century (Thordarson and Larsen, 2007). The volcanic eruptions on the peninsula have occurred from a series of NE-trending eruptive fissures, which are grouped into four en-echelon volcanic fissure swarms (Sæmundsson, 1978). The fissure swarms comprise many normal faults and extensional tension fractures in addition to the eruptive fissures (Figure 1.2). A change in the structural style is apparent from the distribution of eruptive fissures. On the western part of the peninsula the fissures are relatively short and widely distributed, while they become longer and focussed into narrow zones as we move eastward along the peninsula (Amy Clifton, personal communication, 2008).

The fissure swarms are intersected at an oblique angle by a series of km-scale near-vertical N–S right-lateral strike-slip faults, located in an E–W trending zone
along the southern part of the peninsula (Clifton and Kattenhorn, 2006). Left-lateral shear along the plate boundary is accommodated by right-lateral slip on the N–S strike-slip faults, in a similar manner to the book-shelf faulting in the South Iceland Seismic Zone (e.g. Árnadóttir et al., 2004). Almost all the seismic energy is released by strike-slip earthquakes, and the larger earthquakes, of magnitude 5 or above, have all occurred on the prominent N–S strike-slip faults. Micro-earthquakes with normal and even reverse mechanisms are, however, frequently observed (Keiding et al., 2009).

A number of high-temperature geothermal fields are present on the Reykjanes Peninsula (see Figure 1.2), located primarily at the intersection of the eruptive fissures and the strike-slip faults (Amy Clifton, personal communication, 2009). From west to east the geothermal fields are the Reykjanes, Eldvörp, Svartsengi, Krisuvik and Brennisteinsfjöll fields. The Reykjanes Peninsula is bounded to the east by the Hengill fissure swarm which comprises one of the largest geothermal fields in Iceland. Energy has been harnessed from the Svartsengi field since 1976, and from the Hengill field since 1990. New power plants were installed on Hellisheiði in the southern Hengill field and in the Reykjanes geothermal field

Figure 1.2: Tectonic map of the Reykjanes Peninsula, with fracture locations from Clifton and Kattenhorn (2006). The hatched areas show the locations of high-temperature geothermal fields.
during 2006. The extraction of geothermal fluids causes local deformation that is often so large that it obscures the deformation due to tectonic processes such as plate boundary deformation. The host rock deformation associated with geothermal fluid extraction can provide important insight in the extent, morphology and dynamics of the subsurface fluid reservoirs.
1.2 Methods

1.2.1 GPS

The Global Navigation Satellite System (GNSS) is a space-based positioning system that provides accurate position and time information to users on ground, sea, air or space. At present, the GNSS includes the American NAVSTAR Global Positioning System (GPS) and the Russian GLONASS. The GPS constellation consists of at least 24 satellites located in six 12-hour orbits at an altitude of 20,200 km above the surface of the Earth, inclined 55° with respect to equator (Figure 1.3). The constellation is optimised to give the best coverage between ±75° latitude.

![GPS satellite constellation](image)

Figure 1.3: GPS satellite constellation, viewed from latitude of approximately 30°.

The satellite orbits are tracked by a network of monitoring and control facilities on ground. Precise orbits are computed from the tracking data by the International GNSS Service (IGS) and the Center for Orbit Determination (CODE) in Europe. Rapid orbits are available from both IGS and CODE within a few hours, while the final orbits are available after 1–2 weeks.

The GPS satellites have atomic clocks, solar panels and radio transmitters. They transmit digital time signals at two carrier frequencies, L1 (λ₁ ≈ 19 cm) and L2 (λ₂ ≈ 24 cm). The two carriers are modulated with a pseudo-random noise
code (P-code), which may be encrypted. In addition to the code, the carriers transmit a navigation message that contains information such as the readings of the satellite clocks and the orbital parameters.

The GPS receivers use the time signals broadcast by the satellites to compute the travel times of the signals and thereby estimate the range between each satellite and the receiver. For GPS positioning, at least four satellites must be in view of the receiver at the same time, to solve for the 3-D position and the receiver clock error. Treating the clock error as the fourth unknown, enables the receivers to be built with an inexpensive crystal clock rather than an expensive atomic clock.

The time measurement has to be very precise, because the signal travels at the speed of light. For example, an error of three nanoseconds in the time measurement is equivalent to an error of \( \sim 1 \) m on the estimated distance. There are several sources of error on the GPS signal, of which the ionospheric delay is the most important. The ionosphere is the upper part of the atmosphere from approximately 80 km to 1000 km, where there is a high concentration of charged particles due to ionisation caused by solar and cosmic radiation. The ionospheric delay is frequency-dependent, hence the effect of the ionospheric delay can be accurately estimated from direct measurements of the delay on the L1 and L2 signals along the signal path. Another source of error is the tropospheric delay due to dry air and water vapour in the lower part of the atmosphere. The delay due to the dry air makes up the main part of the tropospheric delay and can be easily modelled, while the delay due to variations in water vapour is more unevenly distributed. Other important sources of error are the receiver clock error and satellite clock synchronisation, electronic noise on the signal, and multipath errors caused by signals bouncing of buildings and other reflecting surfaces.

The distance from the satellite to the receiver is computed as the travel time multiplied with the speed of light, and referred to as pseudoranges. There are two ways of estimating the pseudoranges: using either measurements of the code or of the carrier phase. Code pseudoranges are estimated using the absolute time difference by the modulated signal from the satellite and a reference signal that the receiver generates using a copy of the known code for this particular satellite. The code pseudorange measurement is used for real-time, low-accuracy positioning. Phase pseudoranges are estimated using the relative phase difference
between the satellite carrier, which is reconstructed by the receiver using a copy of the known code, and a reference signal generated by the receiver. The phase pseudoranges for the \( i \)th satellite and the \( k \)th receiver are given by

\[
D_{1k}^i = \rho_k^i + \delta_k^i - I_k^i + T_k^i + \lambda_1 n_{1k}^i + \epsilon_1 \\
D_{2k}^i = \rho_k^i + \delta_k^i - \frac{f_1^2}{f_2^2} I_k^i + T_k^i + \lambda_2 n_{2k}^i + \epsilon_2
\]

where \( \rho \) is the geometric distance due to the measured phase difference, \( c \) is the speed of light, \( \delta \) is the clock error on receiver or satellite, \( f \) is the carrier frequency, \( I \) is the ionospheric delay for L1, \( T \) is the tropospheric delay, \( \lambda \) is the carrier wavelength and \( n \) is the integer number of cycles (Dach et al., 2007). The subscripts 1, 2 refer to the two carriers L1 and L2. The noise term \( \epsilon \) is due to the uncertainty of the measured value of \( \rho \) and is usually 1–3 mm for phase pseudoranges. The advantage of the phase pseudorange measurement is that the phase difference can be measured with high precision. However, the integer number of cycles is unknown, which adds another unknown to the equation, the so-called ‘initial phase ambiguity’. The initial phase ambiguity is constant as long as the receiver is locked onto the satellite signal, but every time there is a cycle slip, for example when the signal gets blocked by a building or mountain, then another initial phase ambiguity is added to the unknowns.

In this project, the GPS data were post-processed using the Bernese software (Dach et al., 2007), with precise CODE orbits. The Bernese software processes observations of phase pseudoranges to compute daily solutions for coordinates and covariances. During processing, some of the unknowns are eliminated by forming differences of the original observations. Single difference observations are formed between one satellite and two receivers, while double difference observations are formed between two satellites and two receivers (Figure 1.4). By forming double difference observations the receiver and satellite clock errors can be eliminated. The ionospheric delay is estimated by measurements of the frequency-dependent delays on the two carriers, and the tropospheric delay is estimated through modelling. The initial phase ambiguities usually make up most of the unknown parameters. These can be resolved as real-valued parameters when the clock errors and ionospheric and tropospheric delays have been eliminated from equation (1.1). The resolution of the ambiguities is aided by including a large
number of measurements in the processing, thus the solution is improved with the length of the observation session.

![Double difference GPS measurement between two satellites and two receivers.](image)

Figure 1.4: Double difference GPS measurement between two satellites and two receivers.

A number of international IGS stations are included in the processing to aid the stabilisation in a global reference frame (Dow et al., 2005). The daily solutions output by Bernese are then combined into campaign solutions and stabilised in the International Terrestrial Reference Frame (ITRF) 2005 (Altamimi et al., 2007), using the GLOBK software (Herring et al., 2006). Finally, time series are formed and velocities computed from the campaign solutions.

Measurements

Campaign GPS measurements for crustal deformation studies are done using permanent benchmarks mounted in solid bedrock. The antenna is installed exactly above the benchmark and the antenna height is measured (Figure 1.5). A receiver is then connected to the antenna and the instrument is left to measure for 2–3 days. Two successive measurements can be combined to give a displacement of an instantaneous event, given that the background velocity is known and can be subtracted. Repeated measurements over a number of years can be used to generate an estimate of the long-term velocity.
Figure 1.5: GPS campaign measurement. The antenna is installed exactly above the benchmark and the antenna height is measured. Photo: Erik Sturkell.

Figure 1.6 shows examples of time series at two GPS stations, with the north, east and vertical components in ITRF2005. The station RNES is located on the tip of the peninsula where the Reykjanes geothermal power plant was put into operation in 2006. Following the start of production a subsidence bowl has evolved around the power plant due to compaction of the rocks in the geothermal reservoir, affecting both the vertical and horizontal motion at RNES. The station HH04 shows horizontal offset of several cm due to two $M_W$ 6.0–6.1 earthquakes that occurred in the western South Iceland Seismic Zone on 29 May 2008 (Hreinsdóttir et al., 2009). The uncertainties vary systematically for the east, north and vertical components due to the geometry of station network and satellite orbits. The vertical measurements have the largest uncertainties because all stations are basically at the same vertical position compared to the satellites 20,200 km above the Earth’s surface. Larger uncertainties are recorded for the north component than for the east component in Iceland, because the satellite constellation tracks more east-west than north-south at the latitude of Iceland.

A network of continuous GPS stations in Iceland is operated by the Icelandic Meteorological Office (Geirsson et al., 2006). The continuous GPS stations are
installed at permanent monuments and transmit data in real-time to the central operating office by modem or radio connection. The data are processed daily using the predicted CODE orbits, and published immediately on the web. Subsequent processing using precise CODE orbits is performed for crustal deformation studies.

1.2.2 InSAR

Interferometric Synthetic Aperture Radar (InSAR) is a recent development in space-borne radar measurements of the Earth’s surface (e.g. Bürgmann et al., 2000). Whereas ground-based observations, such as GPS, are usually sparse, the radar technique can provide very dense spatial sampling of the ground deformation. However, the SAR data only provide 1-dimensional observations in the look direction from satellite to ground.

The SAR satellites travel at approximately 800 km height and have a side-looking geometry, illuminating a 100 km wide swath of the ground. The satellites travel either approximately northward (ascending) or southward (descend-
ing) in various different orbits. The radar transmits electromagnetic pulses to the Earth’s surface and detects the echoes, which are then focussed to form a raw image. Resolution is improved in the direction perpendicular to the flight direction (range) by pulse compression, while resolution in the flight direction (azimuth) is improved by analysis of Doppler frequency shifts of the echoes. The Doppler frequency analysis uses the fact that two points, at slightly different azimuth angles, have different speeds relative to the moving radar. Hence, two points that are in the beam at the same time can be distinguished by their different Doppler frequency shifts. The use of these techniques enables a SAR image resolution of approximately 5 m in the flight direction and 20 m perpendicular to the flight direction.

Figure 1.7: Schematic figure of two ascending SAR passes covering the southwestern Reykjaness Peninsula. The viewing angle for the ascending satellite is approximately N78°E.
If two SAR images are acquired from approximately the same position in space, that is, within a distance of up to a few hundred meters, then the images can be combined to give an interfered image, a so-called InSAR image (Figure 1.7). Each pixel in the InSAR image has a measurement of amplitude and a measurement of phase. The amplitude of the echo is a measure of the ground surface reflectivity and speckle. The phase is the two-way propagation phase delay, which provides a measure of the change in the line-of-sight distance to the ground between the two acquisitions.

The phase difference $\phi$ between the two acquisitions is proportional to the difference in the range $\Delta r$ between the sensor and the ground

$$\phi = -\frac{4\pi}{\lambda} \Delta r,$$  \hspace{1cm} (1.2)

where $\lambda$ is the wavelength of the signal. The minus sign is due to the definition of $\phi$ as the phase delay. The measured phase is the $2\pi$ modulus of the absolute phase. Hence, the phase relative to some point in the image must be determined by integration of the phase difference between all neighboring pixels in the interferogram, a process referred to as phase unwrapping.

The measured phase depends on both topography and surface deformation. If there is no surface deformation between two acquisitions, then the topography can be estimated by subtracting the phase due to the Earth reference ellipsoid from the measured phase. In case there is surface deformation between two acquisitions, then the phase due to deformation can be estimated by subtracting both the phase due to the reference ellipsoid and the phase due to topography.

**Persistent scatterer and small baselines methods**

Each ground resolution element contains a number of different reflectors, or scatterers, hence the pixel amplitude and phase are always the sums of the echoes from all scatterers within that particular ground resolution element. Coherent radar echoes, that is, those with measurable amplitude and phase, will be correlated if each represents nearly the same interaction with a scatterer or a set of scatterers (Zebker and Villasenor, 1992). However, the sum of the scatterers depends on the geometry, so differences in position and orientation of the master and slave sensor result in decorrelation, referred to as spatial decorrelation.
Further decorrelation is caused by physical changes at the surface, particularly changes in vegetation, and referred to as temporal decorrelation. Another important limitation to InSAR is the delay of the signal due to varying atmospheric conditions.

The problems of spatial and temporal decorrelation can be addressed by processing multiple acquisitions, using either a persistent scatterer or a small baseline approach. The persistent scatterer (PS) method identifies resolution elements that are dominated by the echo from a single bright scatterer and therefore have little decorrelation due to changes in satellite geometry or variations in the less bright scatterers. The small baselines (SB) method, on the other hand, minimises the decorrelation by considering the phase from interferograms with short time spans (temporal baselines) and small perpendicular difference between the positions of the acquiring satellites (spatial baselines). In this project, InSAR data are processed using the multi-temporal StaMPS/MTI software (Hooper et al., 2007; Hooper, 2008), which invokes both a PS and SB approach. The combination of the two data sets has the potential for improving the spatial sampling considerably, and thereby increase the resolution of deformation signals and aid a more reliable phase unwrapping.

Image processing

Before PS and SB processing the interferograms are formed using the Doris software (Kampes et al., 2003). For the single-master PS processing a master is chosen that minimises the sum of decorrelation of all interferograms. The decorrelation depends on the time interval, the perpendicular baseline, the difference in Doppler centroid frequency, as well as thermal noise which can usually be assumed constant. For the SB processing, a number of interferograms are formed with varying master images.

Each of the slave images is resampled to the master geometry to eliminate the difference in geometry of the images. The phase due to the difference in position and orientation of the master and slave sensor is corrected for in two steps. First, the reference ellipsoid (here we use WGS84) is estimated and subtracted, a process referred to as flattening. Second, the interferograms are corrected for the phase due to the elevation of the real surface above the reference ellipsoid, using an independently determined Digital Elevation Model (DEM). This step introduces
Figure 1.8: A wrapped interferogram of the Reykjanes peninsula spanning 28 September 1992 - 7 August 1997, from ERS descending track 138. The interferogram shows two full fringes (~5 cm) of subsidence in the line-of-sight direction around the Svartsengi power plant.

the look angle error, which is almost entirely due to error in the DEM, hence it is commonly referred to as the DEM error. Finally, the radar coded positions are converted to geocoded coordinates, that is, to a known reference system, using the orbital parameters and the DEM.

Both PS and SB pixels are defined by their phase stability, and the algorithm used to identify the pixels is the same. The pixels that may be selected as stable-phase pixels are those where the noise is small enough that it does not completely obscure the signal. Apart from the noise, the measured phase has spatially correlated contributions from the phase due to ground displacement, temporal variations in atmospheric delay, orbital inaccuracies and DEM errors, which can be estimated through bandpass filtering of adjacent pixels. A spatially uncorrelated look angle error, which includes spatially uncorrelated DEM error and an error due to the deviation in the position of the pixel phase cen-
tre from its physical centre, can be estimated through its correlation with the perpendicular baseline length. Once the spatially correlated and uncorrelated contributions have been estimated and subtracted, the stable-phase pixels can be selected with a threshold determined by the user. The PS and SB data sets are then combined and the phase unwrapped using a statistical cost flow algorithm applicable to single- or multiple-master time series (Hooper et al., 2009). Finally, the unwrapped phase is corrected for atmosphere, orbit and DEM errors, using a combination of temporal and spatial filtering (Hooper et al., 2007).

1.2.3 Surface deformation modelling

The observed surface deformation can provide important information about the sub-surface deformation sources. This is done through modelling by approximating the observed deformation using Earth models with simplified source geometries and rheology. The use of simplified source geometries, such as a spherical or rectangular source, is justified when the distance from the source to the observation is large enough that the irregularities of the source have negligible effect on the resultant displacement field. This is due to the fact that the rocks surrounding the source act as a low-pass filter on the details of the source (Dvorak and Dzurisin, 1997). Simplified rheologies are also commonly assumed, for example, isotropic elastic rheology is often applied in crustal deformation models. The behaviour of the Earth depends mainly on the temperature and the time scale of the deformation processes. On short time scales of seconds to hours (for example, earthquake faulting or the passing of seismic waves), the Earth behaves elastically, with some imperfections due to delayed elastic response (e.g. Ranalli, 1995). On time scales of months to years (for example, post-seismic deformation) or at elevated temperatures (volcano processes), the viscous behaviour of the Earth must be taken into account. On very long time scales of thousands of years (plate tectonics), the rheology of the lithosphere is elastic or high-viscous viscoelastic, while the mantle behaves viscously.

Several analytical solutions have been derived that relate elastic half-space sources to the resulting displacements or velocities at the surface. Commonly, earthquake sources or the deformation at plate boundaries are described by approximating the sources with rectangular dislocations (Okada, 1985). The dislocation source is defined by ten parameters, of which seven are related to the
geometry and location of the dislocation, and three parameters describe the deformation in terms of strike-slip, dip-slip and opening. Volcanic studies often apply the point pressure source (Mogi, 1958), which is a point source defined by its 3D location and volume change, or the finite ellipsoidal pressure source (Yang et al., 1988), defined by seven parameters related to its geometry and location and the pressure at the surface of the ellipsoid. During recent years, the vast increase in geodetic observations of crustal deformation has allowed more detailed modelling, typically using finite elements, to distinguish between complicated source geometries and heterogeneous Earth properties (e.g. Masterlark and Hughes, 2008; Pedersen et al., 2009).

In general, surface deformation is a non-linear function of the model geometry and source location. A robust non-linear optimisation scheme for obtaining the optimal model parameters is to use a simulated annealing algorithm, followed by a derivative-based method (e.g. Cervelli et al., 2001). The simulated annealing performs a random search through the model parameter space and finds the valley containing the global minimum in the multidimensional misfit space, while the randomness permits it to escape local minima. The result from the simulated annealing is then passed to the derivative-based algorithm, which finds the bottom of the misfit valley. The mean and confidence intervals of the model parameters can for example be estimated using a bootstrap algorithm, that performs the optimisations on a large number of randomly resampled data sets and compute the confidence intervals from the range of the estimated optimal parameters (Efron and Tibshirani, 1986). The bootstrap algorithm provides a reasonable measure of the confidence intervals and gives important information on correlations between the model parameters.

1.2.4 Earthquake analysis

Continuous instrumental earthquake recordings have been carried out in Iceland since 1926. During 1926–1951, only one seismometer was operating in Iceland, a Mainka instrument installed in Reykjavik, but a seismic network was initiated in 1951. The catalogue for southwest Iceland is assumed to be complete down to magnitude 4 from 1926, and down to magnitude 2.5 during 1967–1990. Since 1990, earthquakes in Iceland have been recorded by the SIL seismic network, operated by the Icelandic Meteorological Office (Bödvarsson et al., 1999; Jakob-
sdóttir, 2008). The SIL network is optimised for micro-earthquakes and records events down to $M_L$ less than zero in the areas with the densest network. The routine SIL analysis determines both earthquake locations and magnitudes as well as focal mechanisms for all events. The focal mechanisms are estimated assuming a double-couple source, using both spectral amplitudes for P, SV, and SH waves and P wave polarities (Rögnvaldsson and Slunga, 1993). In addition to the optimal solution, the SIL algorithm provides a range of acceptable focal mechanisms, within some confidence level of the optimal mechanism.

![Image of earthquake focal mechanism](image)

**Figure 1.9:** The earthquake focal mechanism is a lower-hemisphere stereographic projection showing the distribution of the seismographs around the earthquake epicentre and the first motions of the waveforms, circles indicate that the first motion was down, plusses indicate first motion up. P is the compressive axis, and T is the tensile axis.

The earthquake data spanning more than 80 years provide direct evidence of the long-term seismotectonic processes acting along the plate boundary, while the large amount of data available from the SIL catalogue allow detailed analysis of the seismicity during recent years. Important insight in the brittle deformation can be obtained by studying the spatial and temporal clustering of earthquakes as well as their focal mechanisms. Additional information is gained through standard seismological analysis, such as $b$-values, which is a measure of the ratio of small to large earthquakes. Moreover, the earthquake data from the SIL catalogue have been used for detailed mapping of the seismogenic structures using relative relocation (Hjaltadóttir and Vogfjörd, 2005, 2006).
1.2.5 Stress tensor inversion

The geometric information from the earthquake focal mechanisms can be used to estimate the causative state of stress in the crust where the earthquakes occur. Stress is defined as the vector force acting on three orthogonal surfaces, and the stress state is often visualised as the forces acting on the sides of an infinitesimal cube (Figure 1.10).

![Figure 1.10: The nine stresses acting on an infinitesimal cube.](image)

Each stress vector is decomposed into three components acting normal or perpendicular to the surface, giving a total of nine stresses. However, it is usually assumed that there is no rotation (i.e. $\sigma_{ij} = \sigma_{ji}$), hence the stress tensor is symmetric and has only six independent components. The symmetric stress tensor is orthogonally diagonalizable with the real eigenvalues $\sigma_1 > \sigma_2 > \sigma_3$, that is, the three principal stresses.

A single focal mechanism reflects the coseismic strain associated with that particular event, but the P and T axes from a fault plane solution may vary significantly from the principal stress directions depending on the orientation of the fault plane within the stress field (McKenzie, 1969). By using several focal mechanisms it is possible to search for the stress state that is compatible with all the observations, and calculate the optimal solution that minimises the difference between the observation and prediction (e.g. Gephart and Forsyth, 1984).
In this project, focal mechanisms from the SIL seismic catalogue are inverted for the state of stress using the inversion scheme of Lund and Slunga (1999), which takes advantage of some of the special features of the SIL system. Prior to the stress inversion, closely located events with similar focal mechanisms are identified using the amplitude correlation method of (Lund and Bödvarsson, 2002). A group of similar events does not contribute more than one data point to the inversion, hence all but the most well-determined event are excluded. Not including these redundant events produces a more reliable estimate of the confidence limits of the optimal stress tensor and significantly reduces the computing time. The amplitude correlation also gives important information on the nature of the seismicity.

All methods of stress tensor inversion are based on two fundamental assumptions: that faults slip in the direction of maximum shear traction on the fault plane (Bott, 1959), and that the state of stress is homogeneous within the time and space of the inverted events. The stress tensor inversion uses the geometric information of strike, dip and rake of the fault plane solutions to estimate four of the six independent components of the stress tensor, namely the directions of the three principal stress axes, as well as the relative size of the stresses, \( R = (\sigma_1 - \sigma_2)/(\sigma_1 - \sigma_3) \). The remaining two components of the stress tensor, the magnitude of the maximum shear stress \( (\sigma_1 - \sigma_3)/2 \) and the isotropic lithostatic component, cannot be estimated without additional information on the stress magnitudes or on the shear modulus, pressure and the average depth.

The stress tensor inversion scheme minimises the absolute angle, within the fault plane, between the directions of computed shear stress \( \mathbf{s} \) and observed slip \( \mathbf{r} = \arccos(\mathbf{r} \cdot \mathbf{s}) \). In the principal stress coordinate system the shear stress on a plane with normal \( \mathbf{n} = (n_1, n_2, n_3) \) can be expressed as

\[
\mathbf{r} = (\sigma_1 - \sigma_3)(K n_1, (K - R) n_2, (K - 1) n_3)
\]

where \( R \) is the relative size of the principal stresses defined above and \( K = n_3^2 + R n_2^2 \). This formula shows that the direction of maximum shear stress only depends on the orientation of the plane in the stress field and the ratio \( R \), hence it can be calculated for each tested stress state.

The inversion algorithm performs a grid search through the principal stress directions and values of \( R \). During inversion, a given fraction of the acceptable
focal mechanisms from the SIL catalogue is included for each event to account for the uncertainty in the focal mechanism estimates. Hence, for each stress tensor a range of acceptable focal mechanisms for all events are considered. For each of the considered focal mechanisms, the fault plane is selected from the two nodal planes as the plane with the highest relative Coulomb failure stress. The misfit $\alpha$ is computed for the selected fault plane of each considered focal mechanism, and the focal mechanism that best fits the tested stress tensor is chosen for each event. Then the misfits for all events are added into a final misfit for the tested stress tensor. When the entire grid has been searched, the confidence limits of the best fitting stress tensor are computed, using statistics for one-norm misfits (Parker and McNutt, 1980). Finally, the directions of greatest and least compressive horizontal stress is computed from the optimal stress tensor (Lund and Townend, 2007).
1.3 Outline of work

1.3.1 Summary of first paper


In this paper, we use annual GPS observations on the Reykjanes Peninsula from 2000–2006 to generate maps of the velocity and strain rate fields of the active plate boundary zone. The data set includes around 50 campaign stations that each has been observed at least three times during 2000–2006, and six continuous GPS stations. The GPS data reveal coseismic deformation due to a $M_W$5.0 earthquake that occurred in the Krísvík area on 23 August 2003, deformation due to plate motion and local subsidence around the Svartsengi geothermal power plant.

The August 2003 $M_W$5.0 earthquake caused coseismic horizontal displacements of up to 11 mm on nearby GPS stations. The observed coseismic offsets can be modelled using a rectangular uniform-slip dislocation (Okada, 1985), which predicts right-lateral strike-slip on a N–S trending near-vertical fault. We correct the velocities on the Reykjanes Peninsula for the coseismic offsets due to the August 2003 earthquake and use the velocities to derive a kinematic model for the plate boundary (Figure 1.11), based on the work by Árnadóttir et al. (2006).

The plate boundary is modelled as a series of vertical dislocations with left-lateral motion and opening, while local subsidence around the Svartsengi power plant is approximated using a point pressure source (Mogi, 1958). The optimal model predicts left-lateral motion of $18^{+4}_{-3}$ mm/yr and opening of $7^{+3}_{-2}$ mm/yr below a locking depth of $7^{+1}_{-2}$ km (95% confidence levels). The resulting deep motion of $20^{+4}_{-3}$ mm/yr in the direction of N($100^{+8}_{-6}$)°E agrees well with the predicted relative North America - Eurasia rate (DeMets et al., 1994; Sella et al., 2002). This conclusion is consistent with an early geodetic study using electronic distance measurements from 1968–1972, which indicated that a combination of left-lateral motion and extension is accommodated on the Reykjanes Peninsula (Brander et al., 1976). In an earlier GPS study on the peninsula, the velocities observed...
Figure 1.11: Observed horizontal GPS velocities during 2000–2006 and results of kinematic plate boundary modelling. The velocity arrows show observations (black, $2\sigma$ confidence ellipses), predictions (red), and residuals (green). The model dislocations are shown with thick gray lines, Reykjanes Peninsula West (RPW), Reykjanes Peninsula (RP), South Iceland Seismic Zone (SISZ), Western Volcanic Zone (WVZ), and the Svartsengi (Sv) point source is shown with a gray diamond.

during 1993–1998 were modelled using a simple screw dislocation model which only allows transform motion, leading to the conclusion that little extension was observed across the peninsula (Hreinsdóttir et al., 2001). Our more complicated kinematic model indicates that significant opening is in fact occurring, and that the observed deformation during 2000–2006 is consistent with the plate motion models.

Strain rate fields are estimated from the 1993–1998 and 2000–2006 velocities (Figure 1.12), using the method of Haines et al. (1998). The strain rate fields capture details that are difficult to see directly from the velocity fields, and reveal spatial and temporal variations within the plate boundary zone. During 1993–1998, high shear strain rates and areal expansion are observed on the eastern part of the peninsula, indicating that widening occurred across the Hengill fissure swarm as a result of an inflation of the volcanic system during 1994–1998.
During 2000–2006, a pronounced zone of high shear strain rates is observed on the central part of the peninsula, in areas characterised by high background seismicity. The strain rate fields on the western part of the peninsula during both periods mainly reflect the subsidence around the Svartsengi geothermal power plant, which induces both areal contraction and horizontal shear.
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Figure 1.12: Areal ($\frac{1}{2}(\epsilon_{xx} + \epsilon_{yy})$) and shear ($\epsilon_{xy}$) strain rates for 1993–1998 and 2000–2006. The black triangles show the locations of the GPS stations that were surveyed during each period. The central Hengill volcano is marked (H). The stars show epicentres of $M_W$ 5 earthquakes in 1998, 2000 and 2003.

In summary, we find that the surface deformation on the Reykjanes Peninsula is consistent with oblique plate boundary motion on a regional scale, although considerable temporal and spatial strain rate variations due to shallow sources are observed within the plate boundary zone.
1.3.2 Summary of second paper


This paper presents the first comprehensive analysis of the seismicity on the Reykjanes Peninsula. We compile a data set of all $M_L \geq 4$ earthquakes on the peninsula since early instrumental earthquake recordings in Iceland in 1926 (Figure 1.13), in order to evaluate the long-term seismotectonic processes of the plate boundary. The seismicity on the peninsula shows a systematic change from primarily earthquake swarms in the west to mainshock-aftershock sequences in the east, reflecting the transition from the seafloor spreading along the Reykjanes Ridge to the transform motion in the South Iceland Seismic Zone. We use the compilation of $M_L \geq 4$ earthquakes to obtain an estimate of the seismic moment release along the peninsula and compare the seismic moment to the estimated

![Figure 1.13: Time versus longitude plot of $M_L \geq 4$ earthquakes on the Reykjanes Peninsula during 1926–2006. The magnitudes are Icelandic local magnitude ($M_L$), unless otherwise indicated. The stars indicate mainshocks, circles are swarms or undefined events.](image-url)
moment accumulation from plate motion. The estimated moment accumulation and release agree well on the central and eastern parts of the peninsula, but some discrepancy between the moments is observed on the western part of the peninsula, probably related to aseismic moment release.

For the time period 1997–2006, we use earthquake locations, magnitudes and focal mechanisms for more than 16,000 earthquakes from the SIL seismic catalogue for a detailed analysis of the seismicity. During 1997–2006, most earthquakes on the Reykjanes Peninsula were located in two areas, Fagradalsfjall and Kríuvík on the central part of the peninsula. Pronounced swarm activity was observed in both areas, as well as moderate mainshocks in the Kríuvík area. The Kríuvík area is an active geothermal field, suggesting that geothermal activity has some influence on the seismicity in this area.

We estimate the state of stress from inversion of micro-earthquake focal mechanisms from the SIL catalogue. The state of stress is mainly oblique strike-slip, with a tendency towards a normal stress state, consistent with the obliquity of the plate boundary. We map the directions of least compressive horizontal stress ($S_{hmin}$) using stress inversions of small clusters of earthquakes, and compare the $S_{hmin}$ directions to the directions of greatest extensional strain rate ($\dot{\epsilon}_{Hmax}$), derived from GPS velocities spanning 2000–2006 (Keiding et al., 2008). The $S_{hmin}$ directions trend consistently ESE with an average of N(120±6)°E, in excellent agreement with the $\dot{\epsilon}_{Hmax}$ directions, which average N(121±3)°E in the areas with earthquakes and stress data (Figure 1.14). The agreement between the directions of stress at depth and strain rate observed at the surface indicates that the earthquakes are primarily driven by plate motion, although there may be geothermal fluid triggering effects in the Kríuvík area.
Figure 1.14: a) Estimated directions of $S_{hmin}$ from stress inversions of earthquake focal mechanisms during 2000–2006. The bars are coloured according to stress state: strike-slip (green) and normal (red). Yellow dots show the earthquakes that were included in the inversions. The inset rose diagram shows the directions of $S_{hmin}$ in $10^\circ$ bins. b) Geodetic strain rates computed from 2000–2006 GPS velocities. The greatest extensional ($\dot{\epsilon}_{Hmax}$) and contractional ($\dot{\epsilon}_{hmin}$) horizontal strain rates are shown with the arrows, while the magnitude of the maximum horizontal shear strain rate, $\frac{1}{2}(\dot{\epsilon}_{Hmax} - \dot{\epsilon}_{hmin})$, is shown by the contours. c) Comparison of the $S_{hmin}$ directions in panel a and the $\dot{\epsilon}_{Hmax}$ directions in panel b. The bow-ties show the differences between the orientations of $S_{hmin}$ and $\dot{\epsilon}_{Hmax}$, with the radii scaled to the magnitudes of the maximum shear strain rate, and fill colours indicating whether $S_{hmin}$ is oriented clockwise (red) or counter-clockwise (blue) to $\dot{\epsilon}_{Hmax}$. Green dots are earthquakes.
1.3.3 Summary of third paper


In this paper, we examine the crustal deformation on the Reykjanes Peninsula during 1992–2009, using InSAR and GPS data. The geodetic data show deformation due to the plate motion, anthropogenic subsidence around the Reykjanes, Svartsengi and Helliðheidi geothermal fields and, possibly, increasing pressure in the Krísuvík geothermal system.

Figure 1.15 shows the mean descending line-of-sight (LOS) velocity fields for the time periods 1992–1999, 2003–2005 and 2006–2009. All three images show increasing LOS rates moving from north to south across the peninsula, as illustrated with the profiles perpendicular to the trend of the plate boundary in the bottom panel of Figure 1.15. This increase in LOS rates is at least in part due to the increase in eastwards velocities across the plate boundary zone. A subtle zone of negative LOS rates is observed along the central part of the peninsula during 2003–2005 and 2006–2008, with negative rates of 0–4 mm/yr relative to Reykjavík, most likely reflecting subsidence due to the extension across the plate boundary. During 2006–2008, a marked signal of negative LOS rates appears around the Reykjanes geothermal field, reflecting subsidence caused by geothermal fluid extraction in the new Reykjanes power plant. Negative LOS rates are also observed around the new power plant in the Helliðheidi field in the east. Finally, an anomaly of positive LOS rates is observed in the Krísuvík area on the central part of the peninsula, probably due to increasing pressure in the Krísuvík geothermal system.

We investigate the subsidence around the Reykjanes field on the western Reykjanes Peninsula in more detail. Figure 1.16 shows the near-vertical radar displacements field during June 2005 – May 2008, obtained from addition of ascending and descending LOS rates. The Reykjanes subsidence signal is clearly elongated in the NE–SW direction, thus aligning with the trend of the fractures in the area. The elongation of the subsidence bowl shows that the permeability in the reservoir is highly anisotropic. We model the observed surface subsidence using point and ellipsoidal sources in elastic half-space and find that the Reykjanes subsidence
Figure 1.15: Residual mean LOS velocity fields after removal of bilinear ramps, relative to the mean value during each period in the area near Reykjavík (shown with the box). The time spans of the images are 11 May 1992–16 Sep 1999 (18 ERS images), 25 Sep 2003–29 Sep 2005 (9 Envisat images) and 6 Jul 2006–1 May 2008 (9 Envisat images). The profiles in the bottom panel show moving averages of the mean LOS rates and 1σ standard deviations along the line shown on the maps.
can be fitted well using three ellipsoidal sources. Two of the sources are elongated in the horizontal NE–SW direction and located at 1.1–1.6 km depth, within the depth range of the production bore holes in the area. The third source, which has the largest volume change, is plunging steeply and centred at a larger depth of 4 km. Thus the modelling indicates that water flows to the well field primarily from below, but there is also considerable lateral flow due to the anisotropic permeability.

Figure 1.16: Close-up on the near-vertical radar displacement field during June 2005 – May 2008, computed from the addition of ascending and descending InSAR data. Earthquake locations and focal mechanisms from the SIL seismic catalogue are shown as background events (small black dots), and distinct swarm events in 2006 (orange), 2007 (red) and 2008 (blue). Also shown are focal mechanisms for some of the largest swarm events with local magnitudes ranging 2.9–4.1. The black outline shows the approximate location of the 1972 swarm activity (redrawn from Klein et al., 1977, their Figure 5). Profile AA' shows the predicted change in Coulomb failure stress, for normal slip on NE-SW trending fault planes, computed from a three-ellipsoid elastic halfspace model for the subsidence around the Reykjanes geothermal field. Profile BB' shows the observed near-vertical radar displacement across the Reykjanes subsidence bowl.

Interestingly, a change in the pattern of seismicity is observed following the start of production in the Reykjanes power plant (see Figure 1.16). During the first months after the start of production, the SIL seismic network recorded three short-lived earthquake swarms SE of the tip of the peninsula, along the periphery of the subsidence bowl. The contraction in geothermal reservoirs stresses the surrounding crust and can in some cases trigger earthquakes, as discussed by
Segall and Fitzgerald (1998) and Fialko and Simons (2000). Our three-ellipsoid elastic half-space model indicates that the Coulomb Failure Stress for normal faulting on NE-trending planes along profile AA’ in Figure 1.16 can have increased by 0.3 MPa, which may be enough to trigger earthquakes. Thus, the earthquake swarms most likely occurred as a result of the geothermal fluid extraction at the Reykjanes power plant. Subtle discontinuities that probably reflect aseismic fault movement are observed near the NW and SE ends of near-vertical displacement profile BB’ in Figure 1.16.
1.4 Concluding remarks

Plate tectonics has established itself as the most fundamental concept of modern-day geology and geophysics by explaining most first-order geophysical observations on Earth in a self-consistent manner (Kreemer et al., 2003). The concept of plate tectonics is based on the assumptions of rigid plates and narrow plate boundary zones (1–60 km). However, many plate boundaries in both continental and oceanic lithosphere are not narrow but are hundreds to thousands kilometers wide, and plate boundary zones cover approximately 15% of the Earth’s surface area (Gordon and Stein, 1992). During recent years, the vast increase in geodetic observations of crustal deformation has considerably improved our understanding of the dynamics of plate boundary zones. Furthermore, the earthquake catalogues are being unified and expanded in time (e.g. Grünthal et al., 2009), making it possible to relate the distributed strain at the surface with the discrete brittle deformation at depth.

Although the Icelandic plate boundary is relatively narrow (less than 100 km) compared to many continental plate boundary zones, considerable spatial and temporal complexity is observed within its deforming zones. The most recent rifting episode in Iceland, the 1975–1984 Krafla fires in the Northern Volcanic zone, caused more than 9 meters of extension across the rift zone, corresponding to 450 years of accumulated plate motion (Tryggvason, 1994). The first paper of this thesis demonstrates that the regional surface deformation field on the Reykjanes Peninsula is consistent with the long-term plate spreading. However, it is quite likely that the periodic eruptive activity will alter the stress field and cause a strain pattern that is different from that of the present steady-state strain field. Detailed mapping of the fractures on the Reykjanes Peninsula does in fact reveal structural complexity that can be reconciled with magmatic periodicity (Clifton and Kattenhorn, 2006).

The integration of geodetic and seismological data has great potential for improving our understanding of the seismotectonic processes acting along Earth’s active plate boundaries. To date, only a few studies have compared geodetic strain rates with stress estimates obtained from earthquake data (e.g. Townend and Zoback, 2006). In the second paper of this thesis we compare the directions of strain rate observed by GPS with the directions of stress inferred from earthquake focal mechanisms along the Reykjanes Peninsula, and find that the stress driving
the earthquakes is consistent with the stress due to plate motion. This novel approach provides new and detailed information about the driving mechanisms behind the earthquakes, and could be applied in other active regions. In the case of the Reykjanes Peninsula it is still an unresolved question if there are particular triggering mechanisms behind the seismicity. The geothermal activity in the Krísuvík area is likely to affect the seismicity, and the existence of a buried geothermal system in the Fagradalsfjall area could explain the pronounced swarm activity there.

The fluid extraction from geothermal fields enables us to gain insight in the dynamics of the fluid migration in the sub-surface reservoirs. The third paper of this thesis demonstrates that there are strong structural constraints on the fluid migration in the Reykjanes geothermal field, as the geothermal water tends to flow along high-permeable zones parallel to the fractures in the area. One of the main unanswered questions about the dynamics of the Reykjanes Peninsula plate boundary is how much the structures, for example the fractures formed under periods of magmatic activity, influence the surface deformation due to plate spreading during the present non-magmatic period. This question can only be resolved if more detailed observations of the surface deformation are obtained and analysed through advanced modelling techniques.
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SUMMARY

We use annual GPS observations on the Reykjanes Peninsula (RP) from 2000 to 2006 to generate maps of surface velocities and strain rates across the active plate boundary. We find that the surface deformation on the RP is consistent with oblique plate boundary motion on a regional scale, although considerable temporal and spatial strain rate variations are observed within the plate boundary zone. A small, but consistent increase in eastward velocity is observed at several stations on the southern part of the peninsula, compared to the 1993–1998 time period. The 2000–2006 velocities can be modelled by approximating the plate boundary as a series of vertical dislocations with left-lateral motion and opening. For the RP plate boundary we estimate left-lateral motion $18_{-3}^{+2}$ mm yr$^{-1}$ and opening of $7_{-2}^{+2}$ mm yr$^{-1}$ below a locking depth of $7_{-2}^{+2}$ km. The resulting deep motion of $20_{-3}^{+4}$ mm yr$^{-1}$ in the direction of N$(100_{-6}^{+8})^\circ$ E agrees well with the predicted relative North America–Eurasia rate. We calculate the areal and shear strain rates using velocities from two periods: 1993–1998 and 2000–2006. The deep motion along the plate boundary results in left-lateral shear strain rates, which are perturbed by shallow deformation due to the 1994–1998 inflation and elevated seismicity in the Hengill–Hrómundartindur volcanic system, geothermal fluid extraction at the Svartsengi power plant, and possibly earthquake activity on the central part of the peninsula.

Key words: Satellite geodesy; Plate motions; Earthquake ground motions; Kinematics of crustal and mantle deformation.

I  INTRODUCTION

Iceland is the surface expression of the interaction between the Mid-Atlantic Ridge and the North-Atlantic mantle plume, which is currently located beneath the northwestern part of the Vatnajökull ice cap in central Iceland (Fig. 1). The northwest motion of the Mid-Atlantic Ridge relative to the mantle plume causes an increasing offset of the active plate boundary in Iceland from the offshore Mid-Atlantic Ridge. As a result, a considerable part of the plate boundary in Iceland is oblique, with the most pronounced obliquity on the Reykjanes Peninsula (RP). The NUVEL-1A and REVEL plate motion models predict a relative North America–Eurasia (NA–EU) rate of 19–20 mm yr$^{-1}$ in a direction of N$(101–103)^\circ$ E at 63.9°N, 22.0°W (DeMets et al. 1994; Sella et al. 2002). The plate boundary is highly oblique to this direction with an approximate strike of N80°E. The obliquity of the plate boundary leads to a complex deformation zone in which both left-lateral shear and extension are accommodated. Knowledge of the surface velocity field across an active plate boundary zone is important for understanding the deep processes that are causing the surface deformation. In recent years, the amount of geodetic observations has increased considerably and made it possible to measure velocities and strain rates within diffuse plate boundary zones with high accuracy (e.g. Kreemer et al. 2003).

Here we present velocities calculated from annual GPS surveys on the RP during 2000–2006. We model the observed surface velocities with a 3-D dislocation model approximating the plate boundary, and show that the observed surface deformation is consistent with oblique plate boundary motion on a regional scale. We also generate maps of areal and shear strain rates, using 1993–1998 velocities from Hreinsdóttir et al. (2001) and 2000–2006 velocities from this study. Considerable spatial and temporal variations in elastic strain accumulation are observed within the plate boundary zone due to shallow deformation related to episodic magmatic and seismic activity, and subsidence caused by geothermal fluid extraction.

2 GEOLOGICAL BACKGROUND

The Mid-Atlantic plate boundary comes onshore on the RP and continues to the Hengill triple junction, where it splits into the Western Volcanic Zone (WVZ) and the South Iceland Seismic Zone (SISZ) (Fig. 1). Rifting along the RP and WVZ was initiated 6–7 Ma ago, after an eastward rift jump from the Snæfellsnes Peninsula (Sæmundsson 1978). The centre of spreading started migrating further east 2–3 Ma ago with the formation of the Eastern Volcanic Zone (EVZ) (Sæmundsson 1974), which is currently propagating
southwards, causing a gradual deactivation of the WVZ in the direction of EVZ propagation (Einarsson 1991; LaFemina et al. 2005).

The major structural features on the RP are five NE trending volcanic fissure swarms, arranged in a right-stepping en-echelon pattern (Jakobsson et al. 1978). Most fractures on the RP are extensional tension fractures and normal faults (Fig. 2). The longest fractures are located within the fissure swarms and strike N(20–40)°E, parallel to the eruptive fissures. Most fractures are however oriented N(40–60)°E and located either at the edges of the volcanic systems or outside of them (Clifton & Kattenhorn 2006). A number of km-scale N–S oriented right-lateral strike-slip faults lie along an E–W trending zone on the southern part of the peninsula. These faults are seismically active and accommodate left-lateral shear in the E–W direction in a similar manner as the ‘book-shelf’ faulting in the SISZ transform (Sigmundsson et al. 1995).

The seismic activity on the RP is recorded by the SIL seismic network, operated by the Icelandic Meteorological Office (e.g. Bödvarsson et al. 1999; Jakobsdóttir et al. 2002; Ólafsdóttir et al. 2005). The current seismicity delineates a zone that trends approximately N30°E along most of the peninsula, but the seismic zone bends towards SW at the transition to the off-shore Reykjanes Ridge. Most earthquakes occur on the central RP at 4–6 km depth, but seismicity reaches down to 7–8 km depth.

The largest instrumentally observed earthquake on the RP was a $M_s = 6.2$ earthquake that occurred on the 10 km long N–S oriented Hvalhnúkur strike-slip fault in 1929 (Erlendsson & Einarsson 1996). Several historic moderate size earthquakes have occurred on this fault, which is located only 25 km from Reykjavík. On 2000 June 17, three $M \sim 5$ earthquakes were triggered on the RP within a few minutes of a $M_w = 6.6$ earthquake in the SISZ, 80 km east of the RP (Vogfjörd 2003; Antonioli et al. 2006). The triggered events occurred on the Hvalhnúkur fault and two other large N–S oriented strike-slip faults near Kleifarvatn and Núpsvöllur (Fig. 2) and caused considerable surface deformation (Clifton et al. 2003; Pagli et al. 2003; Arnadóttir et al. 2004). The largest earthquake on the RP within the period of this study was a $M_w = 5.1$ earthquake that occurred on 2003 August 23 and ruptured a N–S oriented strike-slip fault beneath the Sveifluháls hyaolastite ridge west of Lake Kleifarvatn (Vogfjörd et al. 2004, Harvard CMT Catalogue).

The peninsula is almost entirely covered with postglacial lavas with lesser interglacial lavas and hyaolastites (Sæmundsson & Einarsson 1980). Eruptive activity on the RP is episodic and repeats itself in a cycle on the order of 1000 yr. Each eruptive cycle consists of an eruptive period lasting a few hundred years and a
3 Previous Geodetic Work

A pioneering geodetic study using precise distance measurements from 1968 to 1972 showed that a combination of left-lateral motion and extension was occurring on the RP (Brander et al. 1976). An InSAR study from 1992 to 1995 suggested a subsidence rate of 6.5 mm yr\(^{-1}\) along the plate boundary, which was interpreted by the authors to indicate insufficient inflow of magma at depth (Vadon & Sigmundsson 1997). A signal of subsidence around the Svartsengi geothermal power plant was first recorded in 1992 by levelling and gravity observations (Eysteinsson 1993), and was later confirmed by InSAR (Vadon & Sigmundsson 1997) and GPS observations (Heinisdóttir et al. 2001; Magnússon & Thorbergsson 2004).

GPS observations in Iceland started in 1986 with a countrywide campaign (Foulger et al. 1987). Sturkell et al. (1994) used GPS data at seven campaign stations, surveyed in 1986 and 1992, to estimate a left-lateral shear strain rate of 0.22 ± 0.05 \(\mu\)strain yr\(^{-1}\), assuming a uniform strain field. Heinisdóttir et al. (2001) modelled the 1993–1998 GPS velocities at 38 stations on the RP, using a 2-D screw dislocation model. They concluded that left-lateral motion of \(\sim 16.5 \text{ mm yr}^{-1}\) below a locking depth of \(\sim 6.5 \text{ km}\) was consistent with the horizontal velocity parallel to the strike of the plate boundary at the GPS stations in the central part of the peninsula. Furthermore, they stated that ‘little extension was observed across the peninsula’, and suggested that this part of the plate motion was accommodated during discrete episodes of magmatic activity in the fissure swarms. Arnadóttir et al. (2006) refined this model, using GPS data from a more extensive network, by approximating the plate boundary in southwest Iceland with a 3-D dislocation and point source model. Their optimal model for the 1992–2000 GPS velocities indicated 18.9 \(\text{ mm yr}^{-1}\) left-lateral slip and 9 ± 3 mm yr\(^{-1}\) opening below 9 ± 3 km, implying extension across the RP. The spreading rate across the WVZ has been estimated from GPS measurements spanning 1994–2003 by LaFemina et al. (2005), who found an increase from 2.6 ± 0.9 mm yr\(^{-1}\) in the northeast to 7.0 ± 0.4 mm yr\(^{-1}\) in the southwest.

4 Data Acquisition and Analysis

We use GPS data collected on the RP in annual campaigns from 2000 to 2004 (Arnadóttir et al. 2006), 2005 and 2006. The 2000 campaign was performed in July, hence our data set spans six years following the 2000 June earthquake sequence. The RP network includes 51 campaign stations that each have been surveyed at least three times during the study period, as well as data from six CGPS stations (Geirsson et al. 2006). The campaign stations were normally observed for at least 48 hr, and the data were processed using the Bernese software V4.2 (Hugentobler et al. 2001) with orbit information from the Center of Orbit Determination (CODE) in ITRF2000, as described by Geirsson et al. (2006). We scale the formal uncertainties to account for systematic errors, so that the uncertainties of individual observations equal the root mean square (rms) from the comparison of repeated baseline lengths. This yields average 1\(\sigma\) uncertainties on individual position estimates of 1–2 mm in the horizontal components and 5–10 mm in the vertical component. The average GPS station velocities are calculated from the GPS time series by linear regression of the annual position estimates (Fig. 3), generated using the GLOBK software (McClusky et al. 2000; Herring 2003).

Figure 3. Time series for three GPS campaign stations: SVAR, SELS, and ELDB with North, East, and vertical displacements relative to the reference station REYK. The error bars on station positions are 1\(\sigma\). The vertical lines show the time of the 2003 August 23 \(M_W = 5.1\) earthquake on the Sveifluháls fault. The station locations are shown in Figs 4 and 5.
4.1 The RP velocity field

We calculate the horizontal velocities relative to the CGPS station in Reyjavik, REYK (Table 1, Fig. 4), as in Hreinsdóttir et al. (2001). The principal feature of the horizontal surface velocity field is the change in velocities across the plate boundary. The stations in the northern part of the peninsula move at approximately the same rate and direction as the reference station in Reyjavik, while the velocities increase across the plate boundary towards the southern part of the peninsula. The stations furthest south of the plate boundary move eastwards with velocities of about 15 mm yr\(^{-1}\), relative to REYK. This value constitutes about 80 per cent of the predicted relative North America–Eurasia rate, indicating that the deformation zone is broader than the peninsula. The continuous GPS station VMREY on Heimaey, an island south of Iceland, is moving at almost the full predicted relative NA–EU rate (Arnadóttir et al. 2006). A local deformation signal is observed in the area around the Svaðsengi geothermal power plant, where the stations move towards the power plant in response to subsidence caused by geothermal fluid extraction (Eysteins ísson 1993). Local deformation is also observed at the stations in the Kleifarvatn area due to the 2003 August 23 \(M_w = 5.1\) Sveifluháls earthquake.

The 1993–1998 velocities from Hreinsdóttir et al. (2001) are shown in Fig. 4 for comparison. The largest differences are observed on the eastern RP, and are probably due to the 1994–1998 inflation of the Hengill–Hrómundartindur volcanic system. During 1993–1998, several of the stations on the eastern RP show significantly less eastward motion, the station KAFF located close to the centre of inflation even has westward velocity, and the station TVEG at the southeastern RP shows a large southward component. Further differences between the two periods are observed along the southern shore of the peninsula, where several stations show a velocity increase on the order of 2–4 mm yr\(^{-1}\) from 1993–1998 to 2000–2006. The observed velocity increase should not necessarily be interpreted as an increase at these particular stations, but rather as an increase in the relative plate motion across the peninsula. However, the signal is small and the total plate motion is not well constrained because the peninsula is narrower than the plate boundary zone. All of these observed velocity variations are consistent with the results of Arnadóttir et al. (2006), from their analysis of GPS data in SW Iceland spanning 1992–2004, using GAMIT/Globk.

The vertical velocities show a pronounced signal of subsidence around the Svaðsengi power plant, in agreement with previous studies (e.g. Vadin & Sigmundsson 1997; Hreinsdóttir et al. 2001), but we do not observe the signal of subsidence along the plate boundary, suggested by Vadin & Sigmundsson (1997). The detail of the vertical GPS deformation field is difficult to resolve due to small signal to noise ratio (Table 1). The vertical velocities are included in our modelling but will not be described in detail here.

4.2 Correction for the Sveifluháls 2003 earthquake

The Sveifluháls earthquake occurred on 2003 August 23, and ruptured a N–S oriented fault with right-lateral strike-slip motion below the Sveifluháls hyaloclastite ridge. The \(M_w = 5.1\) main shock occurred at 4 km depth and was followed by a swarm of more than 1200 aftershocks at 1.5–5 km depth. Half of the aftershocks occurred on the main Sveifluháls fault, while the other half occurred on a series of intervening short fault segments extending 3 km towards NE from the middle of the Sveifluháls fault (Vogfjörð et al. 2004). Co-seismic displacements of up to 11 mm in the horizontal components were observed on nearby GPS stations (Table 2, Figs 3 and 5).

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Site</th>
<th>Latitude (°N)</th>
<th>Longitude (°W)</th>
<th>Velocities (mm yr(^{-1}))</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>ALMA</td>
<td>64.26</td>
<td>21.13</td>
<td>0.8 ± 0.2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ARSE</td>
<td>63.91</td>
<td>22.42</td>
<td>4.4 ± 0.3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ASRF</td>
<td>63.88</td>
<td>22.53</td>
<td>9.8 ± 0.4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ASFF</td>
<td>64.05</td>
<td>21.94</td>
<td>0.9 ± 0.5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>AUDS</td>
<td>63.95</td>
<td>21.15</td>
<td>12.8 ± 1.0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>BLAF</td>
<td>63.99</td>
<td>21.65</td>
<td>6.0 ± 0.2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>BURG</td>
<td>63.95</td>
<td>21.77</td>
<td>8.1 ± 0.3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>DRAI</td>
<td>64.05</td>
<td>21.86</td>
<td>1.9 ± 0.3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ELDI</td>
<td>63.85</td>
<td>21.41</td>
<td>5.9 ± 0.2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>GARD</td>
<td>64.07</td>
<td>22.69</td>
<td>0.9 ± 0.3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>GEIT</td>
<td>63.95</td>
<td>21.53</td>
<td>9.7 ± 0.3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>GLIU</td>
<td>63.99</td>
<td>21.14</td>
<td>8.3 ± 0.5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>GRHO</td>
<td>63.97</td>
<td>22.43</td>
<td>3.0 ± 0.4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>GRIN</td>
<td>63.99</td>
<td>21.78</td>
<td>4.9 ± 0.3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>HAFN</td>
<td>63.93</td>
<td>22.68</td>
<td>3.4 ± 0.3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>HERD</td>
<td>63.87</td>
<td>21.84</td>
<td>14.3 ± 0.3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>HH04</td>
<td>64.02</td>
<td>21.32</td>
<td>5.7 ± 0.2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>HLBV</td>
<td>64.03</td>
<td>22.56</td>
<td>2.6 ± 0.3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>HLID</td>
<td>63.92</td>
<td>21.39</td>
<td>12.8 ± 0.1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>HOLM</td>
<td>64.09</td>
<td>21.70</td>
<td>1.5 ± 0.3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>HOSK</td>
<td>63.95</td>
<td>22.11</td>
<td>3.4 ± 0.3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>IVER</td>
<td>64.02</td>
<td>21.18</td>
<td>6.2 ± 0.1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>KAFF</td>
<td>64.06</td>
<td>21.48</td>
<td>4.4 ± 0.2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>KAMB</td>
<td>64.00</td>
<td>21.25</td>
<td>8.4 ± 0.3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>KAST</td>
<td>63.88</td>
<td>22.32</td>
<td>7.2 ± 0.3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>KINN</td>
<td>63.87</td>
<td>22.68</td>
<td>6.6 ± 0.3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>KLAM</td>
<td>64.05</td>
<td>21.23</td>
<td>3.0 ± 0.2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>KLEI</td>
<td>63.94</td>
<td>21.95</td>
<td>6.2 ± 0.4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>KLOF</td>
<td>63.96</td>
<td>21.97</td>
<td>3.8 ± 0.2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>KOGU</td>
<td>63.96</td>
<td>21.08</td>
<td>12.6 ± 0.3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>KRIS</td>
<td>63.87</td>
<td>22.09</td>
<td>13.8 ± 0.3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>KLUB</td>
<td>64.09</td>
<td>22.23</td>
<td>1.1 ± 0.3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>LAM1</td>
<td>63.91</td>
<td>22.01</td>
<td>10.3 ± 0.2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>LIO8</td>
<td>64.09</td>
<td>21.02</td>
<td>6.5 ± 0.4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>MOHA</td>
<td>63.92</td>
<td>22.06</td>
<td>4.2 ± 0.3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>MOLD</td>
<td>64.05</td>
<td>21.24</td>
<td>4.2 ± 0.3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>NAUF</td>
<td>63.92</td>
<td>22.29</td>
<td>2.5 ± 0.3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>NV16</td>
<td>64.13</td>
<td>21.19</td>
<td>1.0 ± 0.1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>OLEK</td>
<td>64.06</td>
<td>21.22</td>
<td>3.1 ± 0.1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>REYK</td>
<td>64.14</td>
<td>21.96</td>
<td>0.0 ± 0.4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>REN3</td>
<td>63.83</td>
<td>22.65</td>
<td>9.5 ± 0.3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SAND</td>
<td>64.09</td>
<td>21.26</td>
<td>0.4 ± 0.3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SEHE</td>
<td>63.87</td>
<td>21.56</td>
<td>13.9 ± 1.0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SELA</td>
<td>63.85</td>
<td>22.23</td>
<td>13.3 ± 0.2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SEIF</td>
<td>63.93</td>
<td>21.03</td>
<td>12.0 ± 0.2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SELS</td>
<td>63.90</td>
<td>22.15</td>
<td>7.1 ± 0.3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>STAD</td>
<td>63.82</td>
<td>22.52</td>
<td>11.7 ± 0.3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>STGR</td>
<td>64.03</td>
<td>22.11</td>
<td>2.1 ± 0.2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SVAR</td>
<td>63.88</td>
<td>22.42</td>
<td>7.4 ± 0.4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SVIN</td>
<td>64.05</td>
<td>21.27</td>
<td>3.7 ± 0.4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>THRE</td>
<td>63.99</td>
<td>21.46</td>
<td>8.1 ± 0.3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>TJAL</td>
<td>63.85</td>
<td>22.63</td>
<td>8.4 ± 0.3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>TVEG</td>
<td>63.91</td>
<td>21.37</td>
<td>13.6 ± 0.3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>URDA</td>
<td>63.93</td>
<td>22.56</td>
<td>4.7 ± 0.3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>VOGA</td>
<td>63.97</td>
<td>22.34</td>
<td>1.8 ± 0.3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>VOOG</td>
<td>63.85</td>
<td>21.70</td>
<td>15.2 ± 0.1</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Uncertainties are 1σ. The star (*) denotes stations with a coseismic offset caused by the 2003 August 23 \(M_w = 5.1\) Sveifluháls earthquake.
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The coseismic displacements are estimated as the offsets in the station positions that are observed when the pre- and post-seismic velocities are extrapolated to the time of the earthquake. Two of the stations, SELS and LAMB (see Fig. 5), were surveyed a few days after the earthquake on 2003 August 23, while the other six stations were surveyed during the annual campaigns in 2003 May and 2004 May.

We estimate the long-term interseismic velocity field after correcting the 2000–2006 time-series for coseismic offsets due to the 2003 August earthquake at eight stations in the Kleifarvatn area. The corrected velocities are then used for our kinematic modelling of the plate boundary deformation in the following section.

## 5 Modelling

In the following sections we derive source models to match the observed surface deformation on the RP. First, we invert the estimated coseismic displacements at eight stations in the Kleifarvatn area for the source parameters of the $M_W = 5.1$ Sveiflúhals 2003 earthquake. We then present a kinematic model of the long-term plate boundary deformation. Finally, we estimate the continuous strain rate field for two different time periods: 1993–1998 and 2000–2006, using GPS velocities published by Hreinsdóttir et al. (2001) and results from this study.

### 5.1 Modelling approach

We model the observed deformation on the RP using vertical dislocations (Okada 1985) and a point source (Mogi 1958), in isotropic and homogeneous elastic half-space with a Poisson’s ratio of 0.25. We approximate the plate boundary as a series of vertical dislocations and a local area of subsidence as a point source, whereas in the earthquake case, we assume a single planar dislocation. We apply an inversion approach to find the set of model parameters that minimizes the weighted residual sum of squares, $WRSS = r^T \sum^{-1} r$, where $r$ is the difference between the observed and predicted displacements or velocities, and $\sum$ is the data covariance matrix. In general, the surface deformation is a non-linear function of the model geometry and source location. We therefore, obtain the optimal model parameters with a non-linear optimization scheme, that uses a simulated annealing algorithm, followed by a derivative-based method, as described by Cervelli et al. (2001). The simulated
annealing performs a random search through the model parameter space and finds the valley containing the global minimum in the multidimensional misfit space, while the randomness permits it to escape local minima. The result from the simulated annealing is then passed to the derivative-based algorithm, which finds the bottom of the misfit valley. The mean and confidence intervals of the model parameters are estimated using a bootstrap algorithm (Efron & Tibshirani 1986), that resamples the data set randomly a large number of times (here we use 1000 times). We resample each station using all three components, that is, the east, north and vertical, while allowing the same station to be resampled more than once or not at all. The optimal model parameters are then estimated for each resampled data set, and the 95 per cent confidence limits are found by discarding the top and bottom 2.5 per cent of the sorted bootstrap parameters. The bootstrap algorithm provides a reasonable measure of the confidence intervals and gives important information on correlations between the model parameters. We report the level of fit to the data using the reduced chi-squared, calculated as $\chi^2_r = \frac{w \text{RSS}}{N - m}$, where $N$ is the number of data and $m$ is the number of unknown model parameters.

5.2 The Sveifluháls 2003 earthquake

The Sveifluháls earthquake is modelled as a rectangular dislocation with uniform slip, using the bootstrap inversion scheme described in Section 5.1 and minimizing the WRSS, where $\chi_r$ is the difference between the observed and predicted coseismic displacements. We estimate seven parameters for the location and the geometry of the fault plane as well as the amount of right-lateral strike-slip, which gives $m = 8$ unknown model parameters for $N = 24$ data. The optimal model has $\chi^2_r = 2.8$. The estimated fault plane has a length of $6 \pm 1$ km and a width of $4 \pm 2$ km below $1.1 \pm 1$ km depth ($2\sigma$ uncertainties). The slip is $13.3^{+2.8}_{-1.5}$ cm, assuming uniform right-lateral slip over the entire area of the fault plane. The fault strikes $N(2^{3.2})$° E and dips $78.9^{+3.1}_{-1.7}$ degrees towards west. The estimated displacements generally have a small signal to noise ratio (Fig. 5, Table 2), hence the bounds on the parameters are large. The geodetic moment is

\[ 9.5 \times 10^{17} \text{ Nm, calculated as } M_0 = \mu A \alpha, \text{ where } \mu \text{ is the shear modulus (here we use } \mu = 30 \text{ GPa), } \alpha \text{ is the area of the fault plane, and } \mu \text{ is the slip.} \]

The geodetic moment corresponds to a $M_w = 5.3 \pm 0.6$ earthquake (using the formula $M_w = \frac{2}{3} \log M_0 - 6.03$), close to the estimate of $M_w = 5.1$ from the Harvard CMT Catalogue. The small discrepancy between the magnitude estimates is probably due to our uniform slip assumption.

5.3 Kinematic plate boundary models

We approximate the plate boundary with a series of vertical dislocations parallel to the trend of the plate boundary (Fig. 6). We use the model geometry suggested by Árnadóttir et al. (2006) for their modelling of the plate boundary deformation in SW Iceland from 1992 to 2000. The RP plate boundary is represented by two dislocations due to a bend in the plate boundary on the western part of the peninsula. The central RP dislocation strikes N79°E and the RPW dislocation strikes N60°E. In addition to these, the model has dislocations for each of the SISZ and the WVZ, and a point source for the subsidence at Svartsengi.

The non-linear optimization and estimation of the bounds on model parameters are done applying the bootstrap methodology described in Section 5.1, minimizing the WRSS, where $\chi_r$ is now the difference between the observed and predicted surface velocities. We estimate the depth to the upper edge of the four dislocations, representing the locking depths, below which the dislocations are assumed to slip freely. We allow both left-lateral slip and opening along the RP and RPW, left-lateral motion along the SISZ, and opening along the WVZ. In addition to the dislocation parameters, we estimate the location, depth and volume change of the Svartsengi point source. This yields a total of $m = 14$ unknown model parameters for $N = 171$ data. We fix 30 model parameters a priori, mainly the parameters related to the geometry of the plate boundary.

The estimated model parameters are given in Table 3, together with the 1992–2000 parameters from Árnadóttir et al. (2006). In Table 3, we also state the resulting ‘deep motion’ and ‘azimuth’, which are calculated as the magnitude and direction of the vector sum of the left-lateral slip rate and the opening rate. For the RP we estimate left-lateral motion $18.8^{+3.1}_{-2.7}$ mm yr$^{-1}$ and opening of $7.4^{+1.8}_{-1.2}$ mm yr$^{-1}$ below a locking depth of $7.5^{+1.5}_{-2.0}$ km. The resulting deep motion of $20.3^{+3.1}_{-2.7}$ mm yr$^{-1}$ in the direction of N100°W $E$ agrees well with the predicted relative North America–Eurasia rate. The model has a reduced chi-squared $\chi^2_r = 4.6$, and residuals are generally large on the western RP and in the Hengill area (see Fig. 6). Our model predicts a considerable component of opening, that is, about one fourth of the total motion, in agreement with the 1992–2000 parameters from Árnadóttir et al. (2006). We also test a model with no opening across the RP and RPW, but find that this model has a considerably worse fit to the data ($\chi^2_r = 6.5$).

We consider several other models to investigate if we can fit the data better by including additional sources of deformation. We use the statistical F-test to determine whether the improvement in the fit to the data resulting from the addition of more source parameters is significant on a 99 per cent confidence level (e.g. Stein & Gordon 1984). One such model has right-lateral slip on an additional NS-oriented dislocation on the central RP, to examine if there could be afterslip following the 2000 June earthquakes in the Kleifarvatn area. This model predicts left-lateral slip rather than the expected right-lateral slip, and it does not improve the fit to the data according to the F-test. Another model we test has opening across a NE-oriented dislocation, to examine if we can detect any
extension across the fissure swarm at the central RP. This model has a $\chi^2 = 3.4$, which is a statistically significant improvement of the fit. The NE-oriented dislocation has an estimated opening rate of $6.3_3^{+4.5}$ mm yr$^{-1}$ below a locking depth of $2.1_1^{+0.2}$ km (see Table 3), while the RP dislocation has a similar left-lateral rate of $18.3_3^{+6.4}$ mm yr$^{-1}$, but a lower opening rate of $3.3_3^{+4.5}$ mm yr$^{-1}$ below $8.1_1^{+0.2}$ km depth. The results of this model indicate that there may be a partitioning of the oblique plate motion in the upper crust, so that the left-lateral shear is mainly taken up by the seismically active NS-oriented strike-slip faults that lie along an E-W trending zone on the southern part of the peninsula, while the opening is mainly accommodated within the fissure swarms (see Fig. 2). Our kinematic model is, however, non-unique due to the limitations of the data and the complexity of the region, and more advanced modelling is needed to resolve the details of the deformation field. In the following discussion, we therefore, choose to refer to the simplest possible model.

The deformation on the RPW is complicated due to the change in strike of the plate boundary and the local deformation around the Svartsengi geothermal power plant. The Svartsengi point source has an estimated volume decrease of $(0.6_{-0.4}^{+4.5}) \times 10^7$ m$^3$ yr$^{-1}$ at a depth of $5_{-4}^{+5}$ km. The uncertainties on these estimates are generally large, and there is considerable trade-off between the depth and the estimated volume change of the point source. All the models that we and Árnadóttir et al. (2006) tested yield higher left-lateral slip rates and lower opening rates on the RPW than on the RP. This behaviour is opposite to what we expect, because the change in the strike of the plate boundary should rather induce a larger component of opening. It therefore, seems likely that our kinematic models do not fully explain the complicated deformation observed in this area. The shallower depth to the RPW dislocation, compared to the RP dislocation, is consistent with thinning of the brittle crust from east to west, but the decrease probably occurs more gradually along the length of the peninsula than is allowed by our simple model.

### 5.4 Strain field

We estimate the strain rate field from the 1993–1998 velocities (Heinisdóttir et al. 2001) and the 2000–2006 velocities, using the method by Haines et al. (1998) and Beavan & Haines (2001). The strain calculation is done in two steps. First, an interpolated velocity field is calculated on a rectangular $6 \times 6$ km grid by bicubic spline interpolation of the observed GPS velocities. Second, the average
principal strain rates at the centre of each grid cell are calculated as the derivative of the velocities, and the strain solution is then interpolated onto a finer mesh.

We present the results in terms of the areal strain rates \( \{\dot{\epsilon}_{xx} + \dot{\epsilon}_{yy}, \dot{\epsilon}_{xy}\} \) and shear strain rates \( \dot{\epsilon}_{xy} \), where \( x = E-W \) and \( y = N-S \). Positive areal strain rates indicate expansion and negative strain rates indicate contraction. The areal strain rate fields for 1993–1998 and 2000–2006 are shown in Figs 7(a) and (e). A principal feature of the areal strain rate fields is the marked zone of contraction around the Svartsengi power plant, which is observed for both periods although the signal is stronger during 1993–1998. Small zones of expansion are observed at about 15 km distance from the power plant, especially at its western side. An elongated zone of marked expansion is observed on the eastern RP during 1993–1998, and a circular zone of contraction is observed in the Hengill area during 2000–2006.

The shear strain rates in Figs 7(b) and (f) are primarily negative, consistent with left-lateral shear on E–W structures or right-lateral shear on N–S structures. The plate boundary on the central and eastern RP is generally characterized by negative shear strain rates, but large variations are observed. The largest shear strain rates are observed on the eastern RP during 1993–1998 and on the central RP during 2000–2006. The Hengill area and the transition towards the SISZ also show high shear strain rates during 2000–2006. The area around Svartsengi shows a consistent pattern of high negative shear strain rates in the NW and SE quadrants and lower shear strain rates in NE and SW quadrants, at distances of about 15 km from the centre of contraction.

The strain rates mapped by this study show considerable spatial and temporal variation within the plate boundary zone. In order to examine how well the kinematic models capture the subtle velocity variations, we calculate strain rates from the predicted velocities at the GPS station locations using the estimated model parameters from Arnadóttir et al. (2004) for the 1993–1998 time period (Figs 7c and d), and the estimated model parameters from this study (Table 3, the simplest plate boundary model) for the 2000–2006 period (Figs 7g and h). The sources of deformation are the left-lateral transform motion and opening of the plate boundary segments, the inflation of the Hengill–Hrómundartindur volcanic system during 1994–1998, and the subsidence around the Svartsengi geothermal power plant. The strain rate maps will be discussed in more detail below.

The resolution of the location and magnitude of the estimated strain rate signals depends on the spatial and temporal density of the geodetic data. The station density increased somewhat from 1993–1998 to 2000–2006, hence the spatial resolution is generally better in the latter data set. In particular, the observed signals of areal expansion and high shear strain rates on the eastern RP during 1993–1998 (Figs 7a and b) are uncertain because the signal is due to large velocity differences between a few stations. We have compared the predicted strain rates in Fig. 7 to strain rates calculated from the same models, but using a rectangular grid instead of the GPS station locations, in order to investigate how the estimated strain rates are affected by station geometry. We found that the strong signal of areal expansion west of Svartsengi is a product of the Svartsengi point source and the network geometry, but that the other modelled strain rate signals are not significantly biased by the station locations.

6 DISCUSSION

6.1 Local velocity changes in the Kleifarvatn area

Many of the stations in the Kleifarvatn area show a small velocity increase between the 1993–1998 and 2000–2006 time periods (Fig. 4). Furthermore, some stations show velocity decreases again in year 2003 (see Fig. 3), although the decrease is usually only significant at the 1σ level. Hence, the GPS data seem to show subtle velocity variations that may be related to stress changes following the moderate earthquakes in 2000 June and 2003 August. The triggered earthquakes on 2000 June 17 caused considerable surface deformation, particularly around the Kleifarvatn fault (Pagl et al., 2003), and a coseismic offset of several cm was observed at the CGPS station VOGS (Geirsson et al., 2006). Static coseismic Coulomb failure stress calculations indicate that the 2000 June 17 Náphshildarháls event increased the Coulomb failure stress at the 2003 August 23 hypocentre Arnadóttir et al. (2004) but, however, the short time series in this area makes the velocity estimates uncertain, and great care has to be taken when interpreting these subtle velocity variations.

6.2 Regional plate boundary deformation

Our kinematic model of the surface deformation field provides an estimate of the far-field plate motion, represented by deep aseismic slip below the brittle crust. The brittle crust on the RP deforms in a highly complicated system of fractures, but it appears to be driven by an E–W oriented aseismic shear zone at depth (e.g. Einarsen 1991). In our model, the deep aseismic slip is approximated by a series of vertical dislocations aligned along the trend of the plate boundary, allowing opening to account for the extension across the plate boundary.

Hreinsdóttir et al. (2001) modelled the 1993–1998 GPS velocities using a screw dislocation model to represent left-lateral transform motion along the RP. The simple screw dislocation model does not include a component of opening to account for oblique plate motion, nor does it model the effect of local sources of inflation or subsidence. The authors suggested that the apparent discrepancy between the observed motion and the predicted oblique plate motion may be explained by the lack of magma intrusion into the crust, and that extension perpendicular to the eruptive fissures primarily occurs during magmatic periods. Their conclusion was based on observations from the Krafla volcanic system in the Northern Volcanic Zone, where rifting events are clearly episodic and are triggered by magma injection into the crust (Einarsson 1991; Buck et al. 2006). Our kinematic model indicates that the current plate motion on the RP involves a significant component of opening across the plate boundary. We therefore, argue that the observed surface deformation is consistent with the continuous oblique plate motion induced by the far field stresses.

The observed opening across the RP plate boundary does not, however, preclude that the plate motion is affected by temporal variations in magmatic activity on a longer time scale. The magmatism on the RP is episodic like most other mid-oceanic plate boundaries, and we would expect the episodic inflow of magma at shallow depth to perturb the stress field and cause additional extension perpendicular to the fissure swarms. The close spatial relationship of the fractures and the volcanic systems on the RP furthermore indicates that magmatism has had an important influence on the development of the surface fractures (Clifton & Kattenhorn 2006).

Our geodetic evidence for the oblique motion is in general agreement with structural analysis of the fracture pattern on the RP. Analogue clay model experiments show that highly complex fracture patterns develop in oblique plate boundary zones, and similarities to the observed fracture pattern on the RP has been described by Clifton & Schlische (2003). They conclude that discrepancies...
Figure 7. Observed and predicted areal \((\frac{1}{2}(\dot{\epsilon}_{xx} + \dot{\epsilon}_{yy}))\) and shear \((\dot{\epsilon}_{xy})\) strain rates for 1993–1998 and 2000–2006. The black triangles show the locations of the GPS stations that were surveyed during each period. The predicted strain rates are obtained from kinematic modelling of the velocity fields. The dislocations are shown with black lines and the Svartsengi and Hrómundarindur (Hr) point sources with black diamonds. The central Hengill volcano is marked (H). The stars show epicentres of \(M \sim 5\) earthquakes in 1998, 2000 and 2003 (see Fig. 2).
between the clay model analogue and the observed fracture pattern on the RP are mainly observed within the fissure swarms and are ascribed in general to magmatic activity.

Better constraint on the vertical deformation is required in order to determine whether there is currently sufficient inflow of magma at depth to make up for the component of opening perpendicular to the plate boundary. There is no clear evidence from our campaign GPS data for subsidence along the plate boundary, but these data are hampered by large uncertainties. Analysis of new InSAR data on the RP will presumably help resolve this important question in future.

6.3 Strain rate variations

The plate boundary on the RP is generally characterized by negative shear strain rates, but we observe considerable variation in the intensity and distribution of the observed shear strain rates, as well as local anomalies in the areal strain rates. Our kinematic model predicts a continuous zone of negative shear due to the left-lateral slip along the plate boundary and local perturbations of the strain rate fields around the Svarsengi point source, but it does not reproduce all the observed variation. In the following sections we discuss the perturbations of the regional strain rate fields caused by shallow sources.

6.3.1 The eastern Reykjanes Peninsula and the Hengill area

The 1993–1998 strain rate maps show pronounced signals of areal expansion and shear on the eastern RP (Figs 7a and b). These strain anomalies are probably related to the 1994–1998 inflation and elevated seismicity in the Hengill–Hrómundartindur volcanic system. The inflation was observed by synthetic aperture radar (SAR) interferometry, which show concentric fringes of uplift near the Hrómundartindur volcanic centre in the Hengill area (Feigl et al. 2000). The authors used point source modelling of the SAR images to show that the observed uplift could be explained by an inflating magma chamber at 7 km depth. The primary effect of the expanding Hrómundartindur point source is increased areal strain rates, but the point source also induces horizontal shear that perturbs the regional shear strain field, as demonstrated by Sigmundsson et al. (1997). Near the surface, the left-lateral shear strain is enhanced NE and SW of the point source, in quadrants around the direction of maximum regional horizontal strain, and diminished NW and SE of the point source, in quadrants around the direction of minimum regional strain. The centre of inflation is located outside the 1993–1998 GPS network, hence the predicted effects on the eastern RP strain field are small (Figs 7c and d), although the estimated volume change of the point source is large. The general pattern of the observed strain rates on the eastern part of the 1993–1998 network (Figs 7a and b) is consistent with the prediction from the model, although the observed signals are much larger, with a clear elongated zone of areal expansion and a zone of pronounced shear strain on the eastern RP. As stated above, these strain anomalies are due to large velocity differences between a few stations, hence the estimated magnitudes and locations of the signals depend somewhat on the station distribution. However, the discrepancy between the predicted and observed strain rate magnitudes indicates that the Mogi source model from Feigl et al. (2000) may not capture the whole deformation signal observed during the inflation of the Hengill–Hrómundartindur volcanic system. A possible explanation for this discrepancy may be that some widening occurred across the Hengill fissure swarm during the 1994–1998 inflation, although there is no clear evidence for shallow magma injection in the area.

Elevated seismicity was observed in the Hengill area during 1994–1998. The earthquakes mainly occurred in swarms, but two $M \sim 5$ main shock–aftershock sequences also struck the area in 1998 June and November (Vogfjörd et al. 2005). The 1998 November sequence occurred in the area where we observe the shear strain anomaly during 1993–1998 (Fig. 7b), and micro-earthquake activity leading up to the earthquake sequence indicated that the fractures were already close to failure. The 1998 GPS campaign was performed in June and August, hence the 1993–1998 displacements are not affected by the 1998 November sequence, but a signal induced by the 1998 June sequence cannot be excluded.

During 2000–2006, the eastern RP is characterized by very low shear strain rates (Fig. 7f), but we observe considerable shear strain again in the Hengill area. The area of low shear strain corresponds closely to the area of the shear strain anomaly during 1993–1998, indicating that the eastern RP may be in a stress shadow following the 1994–1998 inflation and elevated seismicity in the Hengill–Hrómundartindur volcanic system.

We observe a contraction signal in the central Hengill area during 2000–2006 (Fig. 7e). The contraction is observed ca. 8 km west of the centre of the 1994–1998 inflation and thus cannot be related to a subsequent deflation of this volcanic system. The signal of contraction suggests subsidence of the central part of the Hengill area, which is supported by the fact that the two CGPS stations in the area (OLKE and HVER, see Fig. 4) have been subsiding relative to REVK since 2002. Extensive geothermal production takes place at the Nesjavellir power plant in the northern part of the Hengill area, and prospecting drilling has been performed at Hellisheiði (see Fig. 2) during the period under study. The observed contraction may, therefore, be related to subsidence or local faulting caused by geothermal fluid extraction.

6.3.2 Svarsengi geothermal power plant

We observe strong signals of areal contraction and perturbed shear strain rates around the Svarsengi power plant. The clear decrease in the magnitude of the strain rates from 1993–1998 to 2000–2006 is related to a decrease in the rate of subsidence between the two periods. This observation is supported by vertical GPS velocities from repeated surveys of a dense network around Svarsengi (Magnússon & Thorbergsson 2004). The subsidence at Svarsengi varies approximately linearly with observed pressure decrease in the geothermal reservoir, indicating that the subsidence is mainly due to compaction of pore space in the rock matrix (Eyjósteinsson 2000).

During both periods the zone of contraction around Svarsengi is elongated in the NE–SW direction (Figs 7a and e), hence a single point source is not sufficient to explain the observed deformation. The zone of contraction extends parallel to the strike of the tension fractures and normal faults and includes another not yet utilized geothermal field, Eldvörp, located five km southwest of Svarsengi. Geodetic observations and bore hole measurements suggest that there is a pressure link between Svarsengi and Eldvörp (Eyjósteinsson 2000), which could explain the elongation of the observed contraction signal.

6.3.3 The central Reykjanes Peninsula

During 2000–2006, a continuous zone of pronounced shear is observed from Svarsengi to the area east of Kleifarvatn (Fig. 7f).
This shear strain signal is not reproduced by the kinematic model (Fig. 7b). The areal strain rates in the Kleifarvatn area also show variations that are not reproduced by the model. A small signal of contraction is observed west of Lake Kleifarvatn during 1993–1998 (Fig. 7a), while expansion is observed in the same area during 2000–2006 (Fig. 7c). The estimated strain rates on the central RP do not include coseismic deformation, although some bias may be caused by the correction for the coseismic offset at the Sveifluháls 2003 earthquake. However, the area between Svartsengi and Kleifarvatn has been characterized by elevated background seismicity since the late 1990s, hence the shear strain and areal strain anomalies may be related to earthquake activity in 2000 June and 2001 August. We find that the observed surface deformation on the RP can be approximated by deep motion along the plate boundary with left-lateral motion \(18.3\ \text{mm yr}^{-1}\) and opening of \(7.1\ \text{mm yr}^{-1}\) below a locking depth of \(7\ \text{km}\). The resulting deep motion of \(20.0\ \text{mm yr}^{-1}\) in the direction of \(\text{N}(100.5^\circ)\) agrees well with the predicted relative NA–EU rate on the RP. Our modelling indicates that there may be a partitioning of the oblique plate motion in the upper crust, so that the left-lateral shear is taken up by the seismically active NS-oriented strike-slip faults, while the opening is mainly accommodated within the fissure swarms. The kinematic models are, however, non-unique due to the data limitations and the complexity of the region, and more advanced models are needed to fully explain the observed surface deformation.

We have calculated the areal and shear strain rates using the 1993–1998 velocities from Hreinsdóttir et al. (2001) and the 2000–2006 velocities from this study. The regional plate boundary deformation forms an E–W trending zone of left-lateral shear strain rates, which are perturbed by shallow deformation due to volcanic unrest, geothermal fluid extraction, and possibly seismic activity.

The eastern RP is characterized by pronounced areal and shear strain rate anomalies during 1993–1998, and very low shear strain rates during 2000–2006. The high 1993–1998 rates are not reproduced by our kinematic model, indicating additional sources of deformation, probably related to the 1994–1998 inflation and elevated seismicity in the Hengill–Hrómundartindur volcanic system. The low shear strain rates during 2000–2006 suggest that the eastern RP is in a stress shadow following the 1994–1998 activity. Geothermal fluid extraction at the Svartsengi geothermal power plant causes continued subsidence in the area, although the rate of subsidence has decreased since the 1990s. A signal of contraction is also observed in the central Hengill area during 2000–2006, most likely due to subsidence or local faulting caused by geothermal fluid extraction. High shear strain rates on the central RP during 2000–2006 may be related to elevated background seismicity in this area.

7 Conclusions

We find that the surface deformation on the RP observed by annual GPS measurements during 2000–2006 is consistent with the oblique plate boundary motion on a regional scale. This study and the study by Árnadóttir et al. (2006) have resolved a significant component of opening perpendicular to the RP plate boundary. Here, we have also mapped the temporal and spatial variations in velocity and strain rate fields within the plate boundary zone with a previously unattained level of detail.

We observe a small, but consistent increase in eastward velocity at several stations on the southern RP from 1993–1998 to 2000–2006, indicating that the relative plate motion across the peninsula may have increased. We also observe subtle velocity variations in the Kleifarvatn area, which may be related to stress changes following the moderate earthquakes in 2000 June and 2003 August. We find that the observed surface deformation on the RP can be approximated by deep motion along the plate boundary with left-lateral motion \(18.3\ \text{mm yr}^{-1}\) and opening of \(7.1\ \text{mm yr}^{-1}\) below a locking depth of \(7\ \text{km}\). The resulting deep motion of \(20.0\ \text{mm yr}^{-1}\) in the direction of \(\text{N}(100.5^\circ)\) agrees well with the predicted relative NA–EU rate on the RP. Our modelling indicates that there may be a partitioning of the oblique plate motion in the upper crust, so that the left-lateral shear is taken up by the seismically active NS-oriented strike-slip faults, while the opening is mainly accommodated within the fissure swarms. The kinematic models are, however, non-unique due to the data limitations and the complexity of the region, and more advanced models are needed to fully explain the observed surface deformation.

We have calculated the areal and shear strain rates using the 1993–1998 velocities from Hreinsdóttir et al. (2001) and the 2000–2006 velocities from this study. The regional plate boundary deformation forms an E–W trending zone of left-lateral shear strain rates, which are perturbed by shallow deformation due to volcanic unrest, geothermal fluid extraction, and possibly seismic activity.

The eastern RP is characterized by pronounced areal and shear strain rate anomalies during 1993–1998, and very low shear strain rates during 2000–2006. The high 1993–1998 rates are not reproduced by our kinematic model, indicating additional sources of deformation, probably related to the 1994–1998 inflation and elevated seismicity in the Hengill–Hrómundartindur volcanic system. The low shear strain rates during 2000–2006 suggest that the eastern RP is in a stress shadow following the 1994–1998 activity. Geothermal fluid extraction at the Svartsengi geothermal power plant causes continued subsidence in the area, although the rate of subsidence has decreased since the 1990s. A signal of contraction is also observed in the central Hengill area during 2000–2006, most likely due to subsidence or local faulting caused by geothermal fluid extraction. High shear strain rates on the central RP during 2000–2006 may be related to elevated background seismicity in this area.
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[1] We investigate the seismicity and the state of stress along the obliquely divergent Reykjanes Peninsula plate boundary and compare the directions of stress from inversion of earthquake focal mechanisms with the directions of strain rate from GPS data. The seismicity on the peninsula since early instrumental recordings in 1926 shows a systematic change from primarily earthquake swarms in the west to main shock–aftershock sequences in the east. The largest earthquakes on the Reykjanes Peninsula typically occur by right-lateral slip on N-S faults and reach magnitude 6 on the eastern part of the peninsula. During 1997–2006 most earthquakes on the Reykjanes Peninsula were located in two areas, Fagradalsfjall and Krisuvik on the central part of the peninsula, as recorded by the South Iceland Lowland (SIL) seismic network. The state of stress estimated by inversion of microearthquake focal mechanisms from the SIL catalogue is mainly oblique strike slip, with a tendency toward a normal stress state. Mapping the directions of the least compressive horizontal stress (S_{hmin}) shows an average direction of N(120±6)°E and a remarkable agreement with the directions of greatest extensional strain rate (e_{rmax}) derived from GPS velocities during 2000–2006. The agreement between the directions of stress at depth and strain rate observed at the surface indicate that the earthquakes are primarily driven by plate motion.


1. Introduction

[2] During recent years, the vast increase in geodetic observations of crustal deformation as well as earthquake recordings has considerably improved our understanding of the behavior of plate boundary zones. The strain rates of the Earth’s deforming plate boundaries have been mapped using primarily geodetic data or geologic fault slip data [e.g., Haines and Holt, 1993]. Seismically derived strain rates have proved useful for strain inversions of geodetic data, by adding constraints on the style and direction of deformation in areas where the geodetic data are sparse [e.g., Kreemer et al., 2003; Delescluse and Chamot-Rooke, 2007]. Complimentary to the kinematic information from geodesy, mapping of the directions of horizontal stress in the crust, using earthquake, borehole and geologic data, is becoming increasingly important in the interpretation of plate boundary interactions and the mechanics of plate boundary fault zones [e.g., Hardebeck and Michael, 2004; Townend and Zoback, 2004], volcanic eruptions [Roman et al., 2004], and large earthquakes [Bohnhoff et al., 2006].

[3] In areas where sufficient geodetic data and earthquake recordings are available it is possible to relate the brittle seismic deformation at depth with the distributed strain at the surface. To date, only a few studies have compared stress estimates obtained from earthquake data with geodetic strain rates. Becker et al. [2005] used joint inversion of GPS velocities and stress observations to improve the estimates of fault slip rates in the San Andreas fault system. Townend and Zoback [2006] compared the directions of stress and geodetic strain rates in Japan, with the aim to evaluate how crustal stresses are related to the horizontal strain rates produced by different tectonic processes. They found that the directions of greatest compressive horizontal stress obtained from intraplate crustal earthquake data agreed well with the direction of greatest contractional strain rate only after the effects of interseismic subduction thrust locking on geodetic observations had been subtracted. In the complex tectonic setting of Japan the strain rates are caused by both subduction thrusts and mountain-building processes, while the stresses reflect only the latter. Our approach in this study is similar to that of Townend and Zoback [2006].

[4] In this paper, we investigate the seismicity and seismically derived stress at depth along the oblique divergent plate boundary on the Reykjanes Peninsula and compare these to the surface deformation observed by GPS. We present a review of the seismicity on the Reykjanes Peninsula since the start of instrumental earthquake recordings in
Iceland in 1926. The seismicity during 1997–2006 is analyzed in more detail, using earthquake locations, magnitudes, and focal mechanisms from the South Iceland Lowland (SIL) seismic network operated by the Icelandic Meteorological Office [Boðvarsson et al., 1999; Jakobsdóttir, 2008]. We estimate the state of stress by inversion of microearthquake focal mechanisms, and compare the directions of stress with the directions of strain rate derived from GPS velocities. We find that the state of stress is mainly oblique strike slip with a tendency toward a normal stress state, reflecting the transtensional nature of the plate boundary. The stress directions we estimate are consistent with the geodetic strain rate directions, indicating that the earthquakes are driven by the tectonic stresses induced by the plate motion.

2. Tectonic Background

[5] The active plate boundary in Iceland is considerably offset from the offshore Mid-Atlantic Ridge due to the presence of the mantle plume beneath Iceland. As a result, most of the plate boundary in Iceland is oriented at an oblique angle with respect to the overall direction of plate motion, such as the Reykjanes Peninsula (RP) plate boundary, which accommodates both left-lateral transform motion and extension (Figure 1). The plate boundary along the RP is expressed as a zone of high seismicity and recent volcanism, forming the transition from the offshore Reykjanes Ridge in the west to the South Iceland Seismic Zone in the east [Einarsson, 1991]. Rifting on the Reykjanes Peninsula began after a ridge jump from the Snaefellsnes Peninsula 6–7 Ma ago [Sæmundsson, 1978]. According to plate motion models, North America and Eurasia are currently moving apart at a rate of 19–20 mm/a in a direction of N(101–103)°E at 63.9°N, 22.0°W [DeMets et al., 1994; Sella et al., 2002].

[6] The plate boundary on the RP can be defined as a narrow zone of seismicity, forming the shallow expression of a deeper-seated aseismic deformation zone [Klein et al., 1977; Einarsson, 1991]. The zone of seismicity trends approximately N80°E on the central RP, but bends toward south on the western part of the peninsula, before connecting to the offshore Reykjanes Ridge. Pioneering earthquake surveys on the western part of the peninsula revealed that the seismic zone is not a single fault but rather a series of strike-slip and normal faults [Klein et al., 1973, 1977]. The obliquity of the plate boundary deformation on the RP was first documented by a geodetic study using precise distance measurements from 1968–1972, which indicated a combination of left-lateral motion and extension [Brander et al., 1976]. Recent kinematic modeling of GPS data from 2000–2006 confirms that the deformation is consistent with the predicted oblique spreading on the RP between North America and Eurasia [Arnadóttir et al., 2006; Keiding et al., 2008].

[7] The main tectonic features on the peninsula are a large number of NE-SW trending volcanic fissures and normal faults and a series of N-S oriented right-lateral strike-slip faults [Clifton and Kattenhorn, 2006] (Figure 1). The fissures and normal faults are grouped into a number of fissure swarms arranged in a right-stepping en echelon pattern, from west to east they are the Reykjanes, Krisuvik...
and Brennisteinsfjöll fissure swarms on the RP and the Hengill fissure swarm located immediately east of our study area [Sæmundsson, 1978]. A number of high-temperature geothermal fields are present on the peninsula, the largest of which is the Krísuvík field on the central RP. Energy has been harnessed from the Svartsengi field since 1976, causing a localized bowl of subsidence revealed by GPS and interferometric synthetic aperture radar (InSAR) [Vadon and Sigmundsson, 1997; Ólafsdóttir et al., 2001; Arnadóttir et al., 2006; Keiding et al., 2008]. The NE-SW trending volcanic fissures and normal faults are crosscut by a number of kilometer-scale near-vertical N-S right-lateral strike-slip faults. The N-S faults are sometimes difficult to trace at the surface and some have been mapped by earthquakes alone [Clifton and Kattenhorn, 2006]. The largest earthquakes on the RP occur on these faults, reaching magnitude 6 on the eastern part of the peninsula. The N-S faults are the surface expressions of the E-W shear at depth, and as such resemble the bookshelf faulting in the South Iceland Seismic Zone.

The crustal structure along the Reykjanes Peninsula has been imaged by a number of seismic tomography studies. Results of an offshore-onshore seismic experiment in 1996 indicate that the crustal thickness on the peninsula increases from 14 km in the west to 17 km in the east [Weir et al., 2001]. Relatively low velocities down to depths of 6–8 km are observed along the central part of the plate boundary zone, correlating well with the distribution of volcanic centers [Tryggvason et al., 2002]. A tomography study using five months of local microearthquake data suggests localized anomalies of low Vp/Vs ratios in the geothermal fields of Svartsengi and Krísuvík, interpreted as zones of increased fluid temperature and pressure [Geoffroy and Dobratz, 2008].

3. Seismicity on the Reykjanes Peninsula

Here we present an overview of the seismicity on the Reykjanes Peninsula since the first instrumental earthquake recordings in Iceland in 1926. During 1926–1951 only one seismometer was operating in Iceland, a Mainka instrument installed in Reykjavik, but a seismic network was initiated in 1951. The catalogue for southwest Iceland is assumed to be complete down to magnitude 4 from 1926, and down to magnitude 2.5 during 1967–1991. The first SIL seismic station was installed on the Reykjanes Peninsula in 1991, and by 1997 there were seven stations. No changes were made in the station configuration during 1997–2006.

A compilation of $M \geq 4$ earthquakes recorded on the Reykjanes Peninsula during 1926–2006 is summarized in Figure 2 (see also auxiliary material). The 1926–1990 earthquake data are from the Seismological Bulletin of the Icelandic Meteorological Office as well as reports published by the Science Institute at the University of Iceland [Ottoisson, 1980; Tryggvason, 1978a, 1978b, 1979]. The Seismological Bulletin reports local magnitude ($M_L$) estimates with quarter fractions for the oldest data, and with one decimal place from 1951. The 1991–2006 data are from the SIL catalogue, reported as $M_L$ with one decimal place. The Icelandic local magnitude scale saturates around $M_L 5.5$; hence, the largest events are reported either with surface wave magnitude ($M_S$) from the international catalogues [Tryggvason, 1973], or from other sources as specified.

3.1. Seismicity During 1926–1996

Since 1926, periods of high seismicity on the RP have occurred at an interval of 25–30 years. High seismicity was observed during the early 1930s, the mid-1950s, during 1967–1977, and most recently in 2000. Both earthquake swarms and main shock–aftershock sequences are observed on the Reykjanes Peninsula. We refer to a sequence as a main shock–aftershock sequence if it is initiated by a main shock that is at least 1.2 magnitudes larger than the largest aftershock, according to Båth’s law [Båth, 1973]. We refer to a sequence as a swarm if it builds up and terminates gradually and is not dominated by a single large earthquake [Mogi, 1962; Hauksson, 2004].

A systematic change in the pattern of seismicity is observed along the RP (Figure 2). The western RP (west of 22.4°W) is characterized by mostly swarm activity, and rare main shock–aftershock sequences. High seismicity was observed in the west during 1928–1936, including one or two moderate main shocks and a very intense swarm with at least $12 M_L 4–4.5$ earthquakes. The eastern RP (east of 21.9°W), on the other hand, is characterized by main shock–aftershock sequences, while swarms in this area are rare. On 23 July 1929 a main shock with $M_L 6.2$ struck in Brennisteinsfjöll on the eastern RP. This is the largest instrumentally recorded earthquake on the Reykjanes Peninsula, and is inferred to have been located on the Hvalhöfup fault [Erlendsson and Einarsson, 1996]. Another main shock ($M_L 6.0$) struck in Brennisteinsfjöll in 1968. The central part of the peninsula acts as a transition between these two styles of seismicity, with both swarms and main shock–aftershock sequences. In 1933 a main shock with $M_L 6.0$ struck on the central RP, and several swarms and moderate main shocks occurred in the area during the 1950s and 1967–1977.

Auxiliary material is available in the HTML. doi:10.1029/2008JB006253.
3.2. Seismicity During 1997–2006

The SIL network is optimized for microearthquakes and records events down to $M_L$ less than zero in the areas with the densest network. The SIL catalogue for 1997–2006 includes a total of 16,000 events in the area shown in Figure 3. Most of these events were located in the Fagradalsfjall and Krísvík areas on the central part of the peninsula, while very few events were located on the western and eastern RP. The earthquakes are mainly located at 2–9 km depth. The SIL hypocenter locations on the RP usually have uncertainties of 1–2 km in the horizontal direction and 4–7 km in the vertical direction. Recent work on the velocity model on the Reykjanes Peninsula indicates that the earthquake depths reported in the SIL catalogue, and used here, may be a little too deep (K. Vogfjörd, personal communication, 2008).

The earthquakes in the Fagradalsfjall area form a spatially dense cluster, mostly located at 4–8 km depth (Figure 3). The seismicity is characterized by pronounced swarm activity superimposed on a relatively low background rate (Figure 4). Three swarms of $M_L < 4$ events occurred in the area during 1997–2006, in August 1998, in November 2000, and in July 2004. Each of the swarms lasted a few days and typically built-up and terminated gradually, and included occasional swarms or embedded main shock–aftershock sequences.

The earthquakes in the Krísvík area cover a larger area than in Fagradalsfjall and show considerable variation in depth (Figure 3). The deepest earthquakes reach 9 km in the NE part of the area but only 6 km in the SW part. The shallowest earthquakes are located in the central Krísvík area, where considerable geothermal alteration is observed at the surface. Both earthquake swarms and main shock–aftershock sequences occurred in the Krísvík area during 1997–2006. A high background seismicity rate was observed during 1997–2000, with an intense swarm during June–July 1999 (Figure 4). The summer 1999 activity occurred in a series of localized, short-lived swarms and embedded main shock–aftershock sequences, initiated by $M_L 3.0–3.8$ events.

An earthquake sequence in southwest Iceland was initiated on 17 June 2000 by a $M_L 6.5$ earthquake in the South Iceland Seismic Zone. Within 5 min of this main shock, three moderate size earthquakes were triggered on the RP, up to a distance of 80 km [e.g., Antonioli et al., 2006]. The triggered events were located on the Hvalhúkur fault in Brennisteinsfjöll and on the Kleifarvatn and Núpsvöllur faults in the Krísvík area (see Figure 3). The magnitudes, mechanisms and precise locations of these secondary events could not be determined from the SIL seismic data because the waveforms of the main shock and the triggered events interfered [Antonioli et al., 2006]. Instead moment magnitudes ($M_b$), ranging from 5.4 to 5.9, were estimated from geodetic models of the surface deformation observed by GPS and InSAR [Pagli et al., 2003; Arnadóttir et al., 2004; Sudhaus and Jónsson, 2009]. Surprisingly, few aftershocks were observed following the triggered earthquakes on the RP. Some aftershocks occurred on the Hvalhúkur and Kleifarvatn faults, but hardly any aftershocks were recorded on the Núpsvöllur faults [Hafaradóttir and Vogfjörd, 2005].

Following the June 2000 events there was a sharp decrease in the seismicity rate in the Krísvík area (Figure 4). On 23 August 2003, a $M_L 5.0$ event struck another N-S
strike-slip fault in the Krisuvik area. The main shock was followed by more than one thousand aftershocks at 1.5–5 km depth. Half of the aftershocks were located on the same fault as the main shock, while the other half were located on a series of intervening short fault segments in the NE quadrant of the main fault [Vogfjörd et al., 2004]. Static Coulomb failure stress calculations indicate that the 2003 event may have been advanced by a positive stress change due to the June 2000 earthquakes in the area [Arnadóttir et al., 2004]. The seismicity in the Krisuvik area is increasing again following August 2003, but it has not reached the level of activity observed during the late 1990s.

Interestingly, there is no apparent correlation between the seismicity rates in the Fagradalsfjall and Krisuvik areas during 1997–2006. The background rate in the Fagradalsfjall area is consistently low during the entire period, and does not reflect the high seismicity rate observed in the Krisuvik area during 1997–2000. The June 2000 events seem to have released stresses in the Krisuvik area and brought the rate down so that it resembles that observed in the Fagradalsfjall area, with episodic bursts of activity superimposed on a relatively low background rate. This difference in the seismicity rates in the two areas suggests that they may be affected by different, local triggering mechanisms.

3.3. Moment Accumulation and Release

An estimate of the moment rate that is accumulating along the Reykjanes Peninsula due to plate motion, hereafter referred to as the geometric moment, can be obtained from a simple approximation of the plate boundary, using the relationship \( M_0 = \mu sA \), where \( \mu \) is the shear modulus, \( s \) is the slip rate, and \( A \) is the slip area. The value of the shear modulus is not well known, but it probably is in the range 10–40 GPa for basaltic rock [e.g., Schulz, 1995], and a value of \( \mu = 30 \) GPa is adopted here. Some constraints on the slip rate and locking depth on the RP is provided by a kinematic model from Keiding et al. [2008], in which the plate boundary is approximated using vertical dislocations with both left-lateral motion and opening in elastic half-space [Okada, 1985]. The central and eastern RP plate boundary is modelled as a single N79°E trending dislocation, with 18 ± 2 mm/a left-lateral motion and 7 ± 1 mm/a opening below a locking depth of 7 ± 1 km (1σ uncertainties). This corresponds to a total slip rate of 20 ± 2 mm/a in the direction of N(100.3)°E, in good agreement with the plate models [DeMets et al., 1994; Selig et al., 2002]. For the central and eastern RP we use the slip rate and locking depth constrained by our kinematic model. However, the locking depth and slip rate on the western RP are not well resolved by the model due to the change in the trend of the plate boundary, local subsidence around the Svartsengi geothermal power plant and the trade-off between the locking depth and slip rate, as discussed by Keiding et al. [2008]. We therefore compute the geometric moment on the western RP by assuming the same slip rate as for the central and eastern RP and a slightly shallower locking depth of 5 ± 2 km. Table 1 lists the geometric moments for three segments of the plate boundary: the western, central, and eastern RP (see Figure 3), with 1σ uncertainties propagated from the kinematic model uncertainties on slip rates and locking depths. The estimated total annual geometric moment accumulation due to plate motion across the RP is then equivalent to \( M_0 = (23 ± 3) \times 10^{16} \) N m/a.

Is all the moment accumulated by plate motion released in earthquakes? An estimate of the long-term seismic moment release can be obtained from the compilation of \( M_s \geq 4 \) earthquakes recorded during 1926–2006. The Icelandic \( M_s \) is scaled to the \( M_0 \) of the international NEIC catalogue (R. Stefánsson, personal communication).

Table 1. Estimated Moment Accumulation From Plate Motion and Moment Release From Earthquakes With 1σ Uncertainties*

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>( s ) (mm/a)</th>
<th>( L ) (km)</th>
<th>( D ) (km)</th>
<th>Geometric ( M_0 ) ( 10^{15} ) (N m/a)</th>
<th>Seismic ( M_0 ) ( 10^{15} ) (N m/a)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Western RP</td>
<td>20 ± 2***</td>
<td>20</td>
<td>5 ± 2</td>
<td>6 ± 2</td>
<td>2 ± 1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Central RP</td>
<td>20 ± 2***</td>
<td>24</td>
<td>7 ± 1**</td>
<td>9 ± 1</td>
<td>8 ± 2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Eastern RP</td>
<td>20 ± 2***</td>
<td>20</td>
<td>7 ± 1**</td>
<td>8 ± 1</td>
<td>6 ± 3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Total</td>
<td>25 ± 3</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>15 ± 4</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

The geometric moments are computed using the formula \( M_0 = \mu sA \), where \( \mu \) is the shear modulus (here we use \( \mu = 30 \) GPa), \( s \) is the slip rate, \( L \) is the length of the dislocation, and \( D \) is the locking depth. The seismic moments are computed from a compilation of \( M_s \geq 4 \) earthquakes recorded during 1926–2006 (available in auxiliary material), using global earthquake relations [Scormilis, 2006; Kanamori, 1977] and assuming minimum uncertainties of 0.25 and 0.1 magnitude units for earthquakes before and after 1951, respectively. See Figure 3 for the subdivision into the western, central, and eastern RP.

*Parameters from Keiding et al. [2008].
hence, we examine the $M_L - m_b$ relations in two data sets of 122 events from the Seismological Bulletin of the Icelandic Meteorological Office and 14 events from the SIL catalogue, for which there are NEIC $m_b$ estimates. Regression parameters are computed by assuming equal uncertainties on $M_L$ and $m_b$ and minimizing the Euclidean distance to the line $m_b = \alpha + \beta M_L$ [Castellaro et al., 2006]. We find that $\beta$ equals 1.0 for both data sets and $\alpha$ equals 0.2 and 0.0 for the Seismological Bulletin and SIL data, respectively. The $M_L$ estimates from the Seismological Bulletin thus appear to be slightly underestimated for $M_L \geq 4$, so we compute the equivalent $m_b$ by adding 0.2 to $M_L$. For the SIL data we assume $m_b = M_L$. We then compute the equivalent moment using the empirical global relation $M_w = 0.85 m_b + 1.03$ [Scordilis, 2006] and the relation $\log_{10} M_0 = 1.5 M_w + 9.1$, where $M_0$ is in N m [Kanamori, 1977]. The seismic moments for each of the three segments of the plate boundary, the western, central and eastern RP, are listed in Table 1. There are no reported uncertainties for the earthquake magnitudes; hence, we assume minimum 1σ uncertainties of 0.25 and 0.1 magnitude units for earthquake data before and after 1951, respectively. Doing so, we estimate a total mean annual seismic moment release of $(15 \pm 4) \times 10^{16}$ N m/a.

![Figure 5. Frequency-magnitude distributions for the western Reykjanes Peninsula, Fagradsfjall, Krisuvik, and the eastern Reykjanes Peninsula (see Figure 3). The bin size is 0.1 magnitude unit, and $M_L$ is the magnitude of completeness; $b$ is the slope of the stippled line, and $n$ is the number of events with magnitude above $M_L$.](image)

3.4. Magnitude of completeness and $b$ Values

[22] We investigate the earthquake frequency-magnitude distribution along the peninsula to estimate the magnitude of completeness ($M_c$) and $b$ values for the 1997–2006 catalogue. The Gutenberg-Richter law states that the number of earthquakes is related to their magnitudes by the power law relationship $\log_{10} N(M) = a - bM$, where $N(M)$ is the cumulative number of earthquakes with a magnitude equal to or greater than $M$. The power law relationship breaks down at the $M_c$, below which the number of detected earthquakes is usually considered incomplete. Figure 5 shows frequency-magnitude distributions for each of the four areas: the western RP, Fagradsfjall, Krisuvik, and the eastern RP (see Figure 3). We estimate the magnitude of completeness for each area by manual inspection of the distributions, and find that the $M_c$ decreases from around 1.4 in the western RP to 1.3 on the central RP and approximately 1.2 on the eastern RP. We note that on average, 70% of the recorded events are below $M_c$.

[23] The $b$ value in the Gutenberg-Richter power law is a measure of the ratio of the number of small earthquakes to the number of large earthquakes and is typically in the range 0.6–1.4 with a global mean of about 1.0. The $b$ value depends on factors such as material heterogeneity [Mogi, 1962] or applied shear stress [Scholz, 1968]. Low $b$ values, that is, a large proportion of large earthquakes, are inferred to indicate areas of crustal homogeneity and high stress, whereas high $b$ values indicate crustal heterogeneity and low stress. High $b$ values are often observed in volcanic and geothermal areas, where the presence of fluids increases the pore pressure and thus decrease the effective stress [Wyss, 1973; Wiemer and McNutt, 1997]. However, studies of the seismicity in geothermal fields in the Iceland region have not revealed high $b$ values. On the contrary, a low $b$ value of $0.77 \pm 0.10$ is estimated for geothermal earthquakes in the Krafla volcanic system in north Iceland [Arnott and Foulger, 1994], while intermediate $b$ values ranging 0.9–1.1 are determined for two geothermal systems along the Tjörnes Fracture Zone north of Iceland [Riedel et al., 2003].

[24] In order to map the spatial variations in $b$ values along the RP we divide the earthquake catalogue into smaller subsets, using a nonhierarchical k means clustering algorithm [e.g., Hartigan, 1975]. We compute the $b$ values using the maximum likelihood formulation

$$b = \frac{1}{\ln(10)} \frac{1}{\bar{M}} \ln \left( \frac{M - M_c + \Delta M/2}{\bar{M}} \right)$$

where $\bar{M}$ is the sample average of the magnitudes, $M_c$ is the magnitude of completeness and $\Delta M$ is the bin size [Utsu, 1966; Marzocchi and Sandri, 2003]. This approximation is
only strictly valid for a magnitude range of at least 3; hence, we form larger data subsets than other studies typically do [e.g., Wiemer and McNutt, 1997]. We choose to form subsets of 200–500 events with magnitudes larger than the magnitude of completeness. This yields 11 subsets, distributed as one subset on the western RP, three in Fagradalsfjall, six in Krisuvik, and one on the eastern RP.

[25] The estimated $b$ values on the RP are in the range 0.77–1.07, determined with 1σ uncertainties of 0.04–0.06 (Figure 6). The highest $b$ value (1.07 ± 0.06) is observed on the western RP, while the lowest (0.77 ± 0.04) is observed on the eastern RP. The western Fagradalsfjall area has relatively high $b$ values (0.97 to 1.05), while the eastern Fagradalsfjall and the Krisuvik area has consistently lower $b$ values (0.84 to 0.95). In summary, we find low to intermediate $b$ values on the Reykjanes Peninsula, indicating relatively high stress. We note that the seismicity we observe in the areas of low Vp/Vs ratios as mapped by Geoffroy and Durbath [2008] are not associated with high $b$ values. Furthermore, relatively high $b$ values are observed in the Fagradalsfjall area where no geothermal activity is manifested at the surface.

4. Focal Mechanisms

[26] The routine SIL analysis estimates focal mechanisms for all events, assuming a double-couple source, using both spectral amplitudes for $P$, $S$, and $SH$ waves and $P$ wave polarities [Rögnvaldsson and Slunga, 1993]. In addition to the optimal solution, the SIL algorithm provides a range of acceptable focal mechanisms, within some confidence level of the optimal mechanism. The quality of the focal mechanisms varies with the number of observations and the geometry of the seismic network in the area of the epicenter. We therefore only consider focal mechanisms of events that were registered on at least five stations with a minimum of 23 amplitudes and one polarity determined. We find that the focal mechanisms for offshore events are subject to large uncertainties as they are located outside of the seismic network; hence, we do not include these mechanisms in our analyses.

[27] For the analysis in this and section 5.2, we choose to divide the earthquake catalogue into seven spatial subsets: one subset on the western RP, two in Fagradalsfjall, three in Krisuvik, and one on the eastern RP, as defined in Figure 3. We illustrate the focal mechanisms within each of the seven subsets using the focal mechanism square after Slunga [1991]. This projection is based on the relative magnitudes of the horizontal components of the $P$ and $T$ axes instead of the magnitude of the vertical component as from, e.g., Frohlich [2001].

[28] The focal mechanism squares for the seven spatial subsets reveal a mixture of strike-slip, normal as well as reverse mechanisms (Figure 7a). Here, we classify the mechanisms as normal, strike-slip, or reverse depending on which of the $P$, $B$, or $T$ axes are closest to vertical. The western RP (subset 1) show large variation with mostly strike slip (53%) but also large amounts of normal and reverse mechanisms (5–6%). The western Fagradalsfjall area (subset 2) has the largest proportion of normal mechanisms of all seven subsets (38%). In the Krisuvik area (subsets 4–6) the mechanisms are mainly strike slip (50–65%), with some normal and reverse mechanisms. The western and central Krisuvik area (subsets 4 and 5) have the largest proportions of reverse mechanisms of all subsets (21–26%). The mechanisms on the eastern RP (subset 7) show large variation but are mostly strike slip (64%). We note that 50–60% of the mechanisms in all seven subsets are intermediate in the sense that none of the $P$, $B$, or $T$ axis are within 30° of vertical.

[29] Reverse mechanisms are present in considerable amounts in all areas except in the Fagradalsfjall area, although most of these do not have the $T$ axis within 30° of vertical. Nevertheless, this is surprising given the transversal nature of the plate boundary. Block faulting may generate reverse mechanisms in some areas, but it is also
Figure 7. Focal mechanisms and results of stress tensor inversions for seven spatial subsets defined in Figure 3. (a) Contour plots of the focal mechanisms for the seven spatial subsets, the darker colors represent higher density of mechanisms. The top left corner shows a legend for the focal mechanism square after Slunga [1991]. The focal mechanism square shows the horizontal components of the moment tensor, which gives normal faulting on 45° faults at (0,1), strike slip on vertical faults at (1,1), reverse faulting on 45° faults at (1,0), and dip slip on vertical faults at (0,0). (b) Principal stress directions on lower hemisphere plots, with confidence regions of $\sigma_1$ (warm colors) and $\sigma_3$ (cold colors), and the optimal solution (symbols). The directions of greatest compressive horizontal stress, $S_{Hmax}$ are shown with the histograms on the periphery of the stress tensors. (c) Histograms of the estimated values of $R = (\sigma_1 - \sigma_3)/(\sigma_1 - \sigma_3)$. (d) Fault planes that were selected during the inversions, on lower hemisphere plots of the fault plane normals (Kamb contours).
possible that some events occur on faults that are not oriented optimally with respect to the causative stress state. Most of the events we include have very small magnitudes, and such small events are more likely to occur on non-optimally oriented faults than larger events. Furthermore, nonoptimal faulting on the RP may be enhanced by weak faults or high pore pressures in the geothermal fields, such as in the Kríuvik geothermal field where we observe the highest proportion of reverse mechanisms. In general, however, it seems like the largest events always occur on N-S oriented near-vertical strike-slip faults. During 1997–2006 almost all the seismic moment on the RP was released in strike-slip events (99%), while very little moment was released in normal faulting (1%) and reverse faulting events (<1%).

5. State of Stress

5.1. Stress Tensor Inversion of Earthquake Focal Mechanisms

[31] We obtain an estimate of the state of stress on the Reykjanes Peninsula by inversion of earthquake focal mechanisms from the SIL catalogue. Most methods of stress tensor inversion [e.g., Angelier, 1979; Gephart and Forsyth, 1984; Lund and Slunga, 1999] are based on two fundamental assumptions: that faults slip in the direction of maximum shear traction on the fault plane [Boat, 1959], and that the state of stress is homogeneous within the time and space of the inverted events. The inversion estimates four of the six independent components of the stress tensor, namely the directions of the three principal stresses, $\sigma_1 > \sigma_2 > \sigma_3$, and the relative size of the intermediate principal stress, $R = (\sigma_2 - \sigma_3)(\sigma_1 - \sigma_3)$.

[32] Prior to the stress tensor inversion, we identify closely located events with similar focal mechanisms, using the amplitude correlation method of Lund and Böðvarsson [2002]. A group of similar events does not contribute more than one data point to the inversion; hence, all but the most well determined event are excluded. Not including these redundant events aids a more reliable estimation of the confidence limits of the optimal stress tensor and significantly reduces the computing time.

[33] We use the stress tensor inversion scheme for microearthquake focal mechanisms of Lund and Slunga [1999]. The inversion scheme minimizes the absolute angle, within the fault plane, between the directions of computed shear stress $\tau$ and observed slip $s$, $\alpha = \arccos(\tau \cdot s)$. The algorithm performs a grid search through the principal stress directions and $R$ values. The uncertainty in the focal mechanism estimates is accounted for by including a given fraction of the acceptable focal mechanism; hence, for each stress tensor a range of acceptable focal mechanisms for all events is considered. For each of the considered focal mechanisms the fault plane is selected from the two nodal planes as the plane with the lowest stability, based on a Mohr-Coulomb criterion, and the misfit $\alpha$ is computed for the selected fault plane. Then the focal mechanism that best fits the tested stress tensor is chosen for each event, and the misfits for all events are added into a final misfit for the tested stress tensor. When the entire grid has been searched, the confidence limits of the best fitting stress tensor are computed, using statistics for one-norm misfits [Parker and McNutt, 1980]. Finally, the directions of greatest and least compressive horizontal stress are computed from the optimal stress tensor [Lund and Townend, 2007]. We refer to the stress state leading to strike-slip faulting as strike-slip stress and similarly for the other stress states.

5.2. Large-Scale Stress Inversions

[34] As a first approach we estimate the stress tensors for the seven spatial subsets defined in Figure 3. The amplitude correlation reduces the number of earthquakes in the catalogue by 30–50%, indicating many closely spaced events with similar focal mechanisms. The largest reductions are in subsets 4 and 5 in the Kríuvik area, where the summer 1999 swarm and the 2003 main shock–aftershock sequence make up a large fraction of the events in the catalogue. Note that the subsets include all events in each area during the time of 1997–2006, that is, both background seismicity and earthquake sequences are included in these inversions.

[35] The stress tensor inversion for the seven spatial subsets yields well-constrained principal stress directions and $R$ values, with small confidence regions (Figures 7b and 7c). The most remarkable feature of the stress inversions is the stable directions of $\sigma_3$ and thus stable directions of greatest compressive horizontal stress ($S_{\text{max}}$), as shown with the histograms at the periphery of each stress tensor. The $\sigma_3$ are close to horizontal trending ESE-WNW for all the subsets, with a tendency for a small clockwise rotation as we move from west to east. The western RP (subset 1) has a normal stress state, with some obliquity toward strike slip. The western Fagradalsfjall area (subset 2) has a stress state that appears to be both strike slip and normal, indicating that the range of strike-slip and normal mechanisms do not uniquely identify the causative state of stress, or that the events are generated in two different stress fields, in different areas. The eastern Fagradalsfjall area (subset 3) has a stress state that is mostly strike slip. The Kríuvik area (subsets 4–6) has oblique strike-slip stress states, with the optimal $\sigma_3$ plunging around 30° toward SW. The $R$ values in Kríuvik are higher than in Fagradalsfjall, showing that the magnitudes of $\sigma_2$ and $\sigma_3$ are more similar, which is also reflected in the large uncertainty as to the plunge of $\sigma_3$ in the eastern Kríuvik subset (subset 6). The eastern RP (subset 7) has an oblique strike-slip stress state, with relatively large confidence regions. The subset covers a much larger area with less frequent seismicity than in Fagradalsfjall and Kríuvik, and the actual stress state may not be homogeneous.

[36] The estimated $R$ values are generally high (i.e., $\sigma_2 \approx \sigma_3$), indicating a tendency toward reverse stress in the primarily strike-slip stress state. This tendency is most pronounced in the Kríuvik area. The $R$ value estimated from stress tensor inversion is often poorly constrained [Gephart, 1990], but our results may reflect the fact that some of the events we include have reverse mechanisms, as discussed in section 4. However, the estimated stress tensors show a consistent regional trend with generally very stable subhorizontal $\sigma_3$, indicating a strike-slip to normal faulting stress state.

[37] The fault planes that were selected from the nodal planes of the focal mechanisms during the stress inversion show some variation but are mainly steep NE-SW to N-S planes (Figure 7d), in general agreement with the mapped
surface fractures on the RP [Clifton and Kattenhorn, 2006]. The western RP (subset 1) and the western Fagradalsfjall (subset 2) have N-S to NE-SW fault planes, dipping 50°–90° to either side. The relatively shallow fault planes in these areas are consistent with a larger proportion of normal faulting mechanisms. The eastern Fagradalsfjall (subset 3) has similar fault orientations, but generally steeper planes. The Krísuvík area (subsets 4–6) mainly has steep NE-SW faults, with fewer N-S faults than in Fagradalsfjall. The eastern RP (subset 7) has a large variation in selected fault plane orientations, and includes a considerable amount of E-W fault planes in addition to NE-SW and N-S faults. Hence, we see a small clockwise rotation of the selected fault planes from west to east, consistent with the rotation of the S_tmax directions from the estimated stress tensors. We note that the instability criterion in the stress inversion scheme by Lund and Slunga [1999] tends to select the fault planes that agree best with the geological structures.

[37] In addition to the stress inversions described above, we estimate the stress states for different subsets in time to examine if we can detect any temporal variations in the stress field. We separate out the 1998 and 2004 swarms in Fagradalsfjall and the 1999 swarm and 2003 main shock–aftershock sequence in Krísuvík and compare their causative stress states to the stress of the background seismicity. We find that the episodic swarms and sequences in both areas have quite similar stress states as that established by the background seismicity. Finally, we perform some stress tensor inversions in order to examine if we can detect any changes in the stress state following the M_w > 5 earthquakes in the Krísuvík area on 17 June 2000 and 23 August 2003, but the estimated stress tensors show no temporal variations that are significant above the uncertainty levels.

5.3. Mapping the Direction of Least Compressive Horizontal Stress

[38] We perform stress tensor inversions on smaller spatial subsets in order to investigate the spatial variations in the direction of stress along the Reykjanes Peninsula. We choose to show the direction of least compressive horizontal stress, S_min, as we have shown that the direction of σ3 is stable and as this parameter is appropriate to use when describing the state of stress at a divergent plate boundary. The directions of least compressive horizontal stress are used in section 6 for a comparison with geodetic strain rates derived from GPS velocities estimated from data spanning July 2000 to April 2006; hence, we only use earthquake data from the same period in these stress inversions. We use the k means clustering algorithm to divide the earthquake catalogue into clusters of at least 30 events after the amplitude correlation. This yields 32 clusters, with an average of 80 events per cluster on the central RP and 40 events per cluster on the western and eastern RP.

[39] The estimated S_min directions are shown in Figure 8a. The confidence intervals for these inversions are larger than for our large-scale inversions in section 5.2, since we have fewer events in the groups and thus less averaging. We estimate that the individual S_min directions have an associated 1σ uncertainty of 10°–15°, although there are inherent problems in quantifying the uncertainty (see discussions of Lund and Slunga [1999] and Hardebeck and Hauksson [2001]). Despite the larger uncertainty on individual inversions, the estimated S_min directions trend very consistently ESE along the peninsula, with an average of N(120 ± 6°)E. The uncertainty we state here is the 1σ standard deviation of the circular mean of the estimated directions; hence, it only reflects the dispersion of the estimated S_min directions, not the uncertainties on individual direction estimates. The obtained stress states are mostly strike slip, with some normal stress states. Many of the inversions result in tensors that do not have a vertical principal stress axis. However, all but very few of the estimated stress tensors have σ3 close to horizontal. This, together with the consistent directions of S_min supports the notion that σ3 is stable, and that the estimated stress tensors are robust despite the large variation of the included focal mechanisms.

6. Stress, Strain, and Plate Spreading

6.1. Comparison of Stress and Strain Rate Directions

[50] We compare the S_min directions from the stress tensor inversions in section 5 with geodetic strain rate directions, derived from GPS velocities. The GPS velocities are based on annual surveys of a dense campaign network on the Reykjanes Peninsula during 2000–2006 [Keiding et al., 2008]. The strain rates are computed by interpolating the velocities onto a rectangular grid and taking the derivatives at the center of each grid cell, using the method of Haines et al. [1998] and Beavan and Haines [2001]. The 23 August 2003 M_w 5.0 earthquake in the Krísuvík area caused horizontal coseismic offsets of up to 1 cm on nearby GPS stations. A discontinuity of the velocity field prevents a reliable estimation of its derivative; hence, we correct the velocities for the estimated coseismic offsets, before computing the strain rates [see Keiding et al., 2008].

[51] The horizontal strain rates derived from the GPS velocities are shown in Figure 8b. The arrows show the greatest extensional (ε_tmax) and contractional (ε_tmin) horizontal strain rates, and the contours in the background show the magnitude of the maximum shear strain rate, |ε_tmax − ε_tmin|. High shear strain rates are observed on the central RP, corresponding closely to the areas of high seismicity. The western RP also has high shear strain rates, in addition to considerable variation in both magnitudes and directions of the principal strain rates. These variations are at least partly due to the subsidence around the Svartsengi geothermal power plant, which causes both areal contraction and shear in the horizontal strain rate field [Keiding et al., 2008].

[52] We compare the directions of S_min from the stress inversions with the directions of ε_tmax from the interpolated strain rate field (Figure 8c). For each S_min direction we compute the equivalent ε_tmax direction as the average of the four nearest grid points, weighted by distance. The differences between individual stress and strain rate directions are generally small and varying in an unsystematic manner. A comparison of the average ε_tmin and ε_tmax directions shows an excellent agreement. The ε_tmax directions used in the comparison average N(121 ± 3°)E (1σ standard deviation of the circular mean), very close to the average S_min directions of N(120 ± 6°)E.
6.2. Stress due to Plate Spreading

We evaluate the stress directions predicted by the kinematic plate boundary model that Keiding et al. [2008] derived from the 2000–2006 GPS velocity field on the Reykjanes Peninsula. The plate boundary is approximated using vertical dislocations with both left-lateral motion and opening, as described in section 3.3. Two segments are defined, one for the main part of the peninsula and one for the westernmost part, due to the apparent bend of the plate boundary on the western RP. Keiding et al. [2008] modelled the subsideance around the Svartsengi geothermal power plant using a contracting pressure source [Mogi, 1958] at 5 km depth. Although the Mogi source model has been applied to explain subsidence due to fluid extraction in geothermal areas [e.g., Mossop and Segall, 1997; Vadon and Sigmundsson, 1997], a pressure source in an elastic half-space may not be an appropriate description of the physical processes occurring at depth due to the fluid extraction. In addition, the stress changes predicted by a contracting pressure source are very large when evaluated close to the source, and the stresses become infinite at the source location. We therefore do not include the Mogi point source in our stress calculations. Solving the more appropriate poroelastic problem to evaluate stress changes due to the contraction and subsidence at Svartsengi is outside the scope of the present study. Very few earthquakes occurred in the geothermal field, and the nearest stress data are from the relatively deep earthquakes in the Fagradalsfjall area; hence, they are most likely not affected by the shallow pressure changes in Svartsengi.

Figure 8. (a) Estimated directions of $S_{\text{min}}$ from stress inversions of earthquake focal mechanisms from July 2000 to April 2006, in 32 clusters with at least 30 events after amplitude correlation. The bars are colored according to stress state: strike slip (green) and normal (red). Yellow dots show the earthquakes that were included in the inversions. The inset rose diagram shows the directions of $S_{\text{min}}$ in $10^\circ$ bins. (b) Geodetic strain rates computed from 2000–2006 GPS velocities. The greatest extensional ($\dot{e}_{\text{Hmax}}$) and contractional ($\dot{e}_{\text{min}}$) horizontal strain rates are shown with the arrows, while the magnitude of the maximum horizontal shear strain rate, $\frac{1}{2}(\dot{e}_{\text{Hmax}} - \dot{e}_{\text{min}})$, is shown by the contours. The locations of GPS stations are shown as the orange triangles, and the location of the Svartsengi geothermal power plant is shown by the red diamond. (c) Comparison of the $S_{\text{min}}$ directions in Figure 8a and the $\dot{e}_{\text{Hmax}}$ directions in Figure 8b. The bow ties show the differences between the orientations of $S_{\text{min}}$ and $\dot{e}_{\text{Hmax}}$, with the radii scaled to the magnitudes of the maximum shear strain rate and fill colors indicating whether $S_{\text{min}}$ is oriented clockwise (red) or counterclockwise (blue) to $\dot{e}_{\text{Hmax}}$. Green dots are earthquakes.
the predicted $S_{\text{min}}$ directions and a comparison with the stress directions inferred from the inversions of microearthquake focal mechanisms. The differences between the observed and predicted $S_{\text{min}}$ directions are generally small and within the uncertainties of the estimated stress directions. However, most of the observed stresses are oriented at a small angle counterclockwise to the predicted directions (the blue bow ties in Figure 9a), and the systematic discrepancy indicates that our kinematic model does not quite capture the observed deformation. The predicted $S_{\text{min}}$ directions used in the comparison average N(132 $\pm$ 1)$^\circ$E.

We also examine which fault orientations are most likely to fail given the tectonic loading in the kinematic plate boundary model (Figure 9b). We use the predicted stress field at 4 km depth to compute the optimally oriented conjugate fault planes, using simple Coulomb failure theory and assuming a friction coefficient of $\mu = 0.6$ which orients the two conjugate fault planes at 30$^\circ$ from $\sigma_1$. Near the dislocations, the fault planes are mainly N-S right lateral and NE-SW left lateral, while normal or reverse faulting on NNE-SSW faults typically is predicted at some distance from the dislocations.

7. Discussion

7.1. Seismicity Pattern

Our review of the seismicity during 1926–2006 shows a systematic change in the pattern of seismicity along the Reykjanes Peninsula, from a predominance of earthquake swarms in the west to main shock–aftershock sequences in the east, in agreement with the conclusions of previous studies [Tryggvason, 1973; Einarsson, 1991]. The change in seismicity pattern follows the change from primarily normal stress state in the west to oblique strike-slip stress in the east, revealed by our stress inversions, as well as the decrease of the observed $b$ values from west to east. A change in the structural style is apparent from the distribution of fissure swarms along the RP, as the eruptive fissures become focused into narrower zones moving eastward along the peninsula (A. Clifton, personal communication, 2008). These changes in the seismicity, stress, and structural style most likely reflect the transition from the seafloor spreading along the Reykjanes Ridge to transform motion in the South Iceland Seismic Zone.

On the basis of five months of microearthquake data from the Kríuvik and Fagradalsfjall areas, Geoffroy and Dorbach [2008] proposed that the plate boundary in the area resembles a transtensional segmented transform, consisting of N60°E trending fracture zones in the Fagradalsfjall and Kríuvik areas, connected by an E-W trending transform. We find that our 10 years of microearthquake data, albeit not relatively relocated, as well as the relocations of Hjálmsdóttir and Vogfjörd [2005, 2006], show that although the Fagradalsfjall activity is elongated in a general ENE trend toward Kríuvik, it does not seem to occur on a well defined N60°E segment nor define a separate E-W segment. The Kríuvik seismicity is widely distributed and contains large magnitude earthquakes on N-S trending faults.

We do not find a correlation between areas of low Vp/Vs ratios, interpreted as zones of increased fluid temperature and pressure [Geoffroy and Dorbach, 2008] and high $b$ values. On the contrary, the $b$ values in Kríuvik and westernmost Fagradalsfjall are all less than 1. This is an intriguing observation as high fluid pressures and temperatures often are considered to be associated with higher $b$ values than the normal “tectonic” $b$ value close to 1 [e.g., Wyss, 1973].

Another point of interest is the current seismic quiescence in the Svartsengi geothermal field. A drawdown of more than 2 MPa in the Svartsengi field since the start of the geothermal fluid extraction in 1976 may have raised the
fracture limit and thus reduced the microearthquake activity temporarily [Brandsdóttir et al., 2002]. Only few and small earthquakes have been reported in the area since the 1970s (see Figure 2). Unless there is significant aseismic movement in the area, the current tectonic loading and low seismicity could have implications for the seismic hazard of the area.

7.2. Directions of Stress and Strain Rates

[50] Our comparison of the directions of stress and strain rate show that the crust on the Reykjanes Peninsula is extending in the direction of least compression. This is the expected result for the perfectly elastic case, if the deformation processes causing the earthquakes and the geodetically determined surface deformation are the same. It is important to note that we compare stresses at depth with strain rates observed at the surface; hence, we may expect some differences if there is a depth dependence of the processes causing the stress and strain rate fields. However, the excellent agreement between the observed stress and strain rate directions, as well as the close agreement between the observed stress directions and the stress directions predicted by the kinematic plate boundary model, indicate that the stresses that drive the earthquakes are controlled by plate motion. The normal to low b values we observe on the RP support the notion that the geothermal fields do not control the earthquake activity. They also indicate that the stress in the crust is relatively high.

[51] We noted in section 3.2 that the seismicity rates in Krísuvík and Fagradalsfjall during 1997–2006 are very different. The close spatial relationship between the area of high seismicity, the geothermal field and a low Vp/Vs ratio anomaly in Krísuvík, suggests that the geothermal activity probably influences the seismicity in this area. However, the results of this study indicate that the role of the geothermal fluids is probably more as a trigger of the seismicity than as the driving mechanism. There is no geothermal alteration manifest at the surface in the Fagradalsfjall area, and it is not known if there are particular triggering mechanisms behind the pronounced swarm activity in this area. Earthquake swarms are often related to magmatic injections [e.g., Hill, 1977], but there are no indications of current magmatic activity in the Fagradalsfjall area or elsewhere on the peninsula. We therefore conclude that both main shock—after shock sequences and earthquake swarms on the Reykjanes Peninsula occur as a result of the tectonic loading, probably with geothermal fluid triggering effects in the Krísuvík area.

[52] The results of our study differ from the results of Townsend and Zoback [2006], who found that the geodetic strain rates in central Japan are caused by both subduction thrusts and mountain-building processes, while the stresses obtained from intraplate earthquakes reflect only the latter. In the case of the Reykjanes Peninsula, on the other hand, the spreading between North America and Eurasia appears to control both the stresses at depth and the strain rates observed at the surface.

[53] There are some indications of a small rotation of the strain rate directions within the most active part of the plate boundary zone, that is, in the areas of high shear strain rates and high seismicity around Fagradalsfjall and Krísuvík. The strain rates in Figure 8b have an average regional direction of N(130 ± 8°)E for all data points east of 22.4°W where the strain rate field gets perturbed due to the subsidence around the Svartsengi power plant. However, the strain rates in the areas of high shear strain rates on the central RP show a slightly different orientation closer to N120°E, thus yielding a very close agreement with the estimated Smax directions. The kinematic model of Keiding et al. [2008], which is derived from the regional GPS velocity field, predicts consistent directions of greatest extensional strain rates around N130°E. Hence, the model provides a good fit to the regional strain rate directions, but fails to reproduce the ~10° counterclockwise rotation within the areas of high shear strain rates. The stress observations are primarily available from the central part of the peninsula, and it is therefore not possible to evaluate if there is a similar difference between the regional Smax direction and the directions estimated within the areas of high seismicity. However, such rotation of the stress directions within the most active part of the plate boundary zone would explain the systematic discrepancy we observe between the estimated Smax directions and the model predictions (see Figure 9a). A regional Smax direction of N130°E is confirmed by analogue clay models of oblique rifting [Withjack and Jamison, 1986; Clifton and Schlische, 2001]. Detailed structural analysis of the fractures on the RP has shown a difference in fracture strike along the margins and the center of the plate boundary zone [Clifton and Schlische, 2003; Clifton and Kattenhorn, 2006], consistent with the small rotation observed in our geodetic strain rate directions. Numerical modeling of oblique rifting [e.g., Tuckwell et al., 1998] indicates that this change in direction is caused by a transition from stronger crust on the margins of the plate boundary zone to weaker crust in its central part. These observations suggest additional complexity in the spatial strain rate distribution that is not captured by the simple plate boundary model from Keiding et al. [2008].

7.3. Inferred Fault Plane Orientations

[54] We compare the selected fault planes from the stress inversions with fractures that have been mapped at the surface and by relative earthquake relocation, as well as model predictions. The selected NE-SW to N-S trending fault planes are in general agreement with the mapped surface fractures on the RP [Clifton and Kattenhorn, 2006] (see Figure 1). However, a large proportion of the mapped fractures are NE-SW trending normal faults that are located within the volcanic fissure swarms and were probably formed under the influence of a different stress field during periods of magmatic activity. Detailed constraints on the faults that were seismically active during 1997–2006 in the Fagradalsfjall area are provided by a relative earthquake relocation study by Hjaltdóttir and Vogfjörd [2006]. They mapped 29 faults of which most were N-S right-lateral faults (18 faults), and the rest were NE-SW left-lateral faults (6 faults), or NNE-SSW normal faults (5 faults). The most prominent of the faults mapped by Hjaltdóttir and Vogfjörd [2006] is a 4 km long N42°E left-lateral fault that was activated during both the 1998 and the 2004 swarms. Results of our kinematic plate boundary model and clay model experiments of oblique rifting [Withjack and Jamison, 1986; Clifton and Schlische, 2001] are in general agreement with the faults mapped by relative relocation.
The Fagradalsfjall area has a relatively large proportion of N-S trending selected fault planes, in good agreement with the faults mapped by relative earthquake relocation [Hjaltadóttir and Vogfjörd, 2006]. The Krisuvik area, on the other hand, has fewer N-S planes among the selected fault planes. This may reflect the fact that the Krisuvik area is located in the center of a large fissure swarm with many NE-SW trending normal faults, and that the geothermal activity in the area trigger some slip on the preexisting normal faults rather than producing a set of optimally oriented faults.

8. Conclusions

We have examined the seismicity and the state of stress along the obliquely divergent Reykjanes Peninsula plate boundary and compared the directions of stress from earthquake focal mechanisms to the directions of strain rates observed at the surface by GPS.

The seismicity on the peninsula since early instrumental earthquake recordings in 1926 shows a systematic change from a predominance of earthquake swarms in the west to main shock–aftershock sequences in the east, reflecting the transition from the seafloor spreading along the Reykjanes Ridge to transform motion in the South Iceland Seismic Zone. We find a reasonable agreement between the seismic moment released by $M_b \geq 4$ earthquakes during 1926–2006 and the estimated moment accumulation from plate motion. During 1997–2006 most earthquakes on the Reykjanes Peninsula were located in two areas, Fagradalsfjall and Krisuvik on the central RP. Pronounced swarm activity was observed in both areas, as well as moderate main shocks in the Krisuvik area.

We investigate the state of stress inferred from inversion of microearthquake focal mechanisms from the SIL seismic catalogue, from 1997–2006. The state of stress is mostly strike slip, with a predominance of normal stress state on the western part of the peninsula. The selected fault planes from the stress inversions are mainly steep NE-SW and N-S striking planes, in general agreement with mapped faults and model predictions. The directions of least compressive horizontal stress ($S_{\text{min}}$) were mapped in detail and compared to the directions of greatest extensional strain rate ($\epsilon_{\text{max}}$), derived from GPS velocities spanning 2000–2006. The $S_{\text{min}}$ directions trend consistently ESE with an average of N(120 ± 6)°E, in excellent agreement with the $\epsilon_{\text{max}}$ directions, which average N(121 ± 3)°E in the areas with earthquakes and stress data. The excellent agreement between the observed stress and strain rate directions indicate that the stresses driving the seismicity are controlled by the plate motion. Geothermal fluids may, however, act as a secondary triggering mechanism of the seismicity in the Krisuvik area, but this is less likely in the Fagradalsfjall area where no geothermal activity is observed at the surface.
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1 Abstract
We present Interferometric Synthetic Aperture Radar (InSAR) data from 1992–1999 and 2003–2008 as well as GPS data from 2000–2009 for the active plate boundary on the Reykjanes Peninsula, southwest Iceland. The geodetic data reveal deformation mainly due to plate spreading, anthropogenic subsidence caused by geothermal fluid extraction and, possibly, increasing pressure in a geothermal system. The installation of the Reykjanes geothermal power plant in May 2006 results in subsidence of around 10 cm during the first two years of production. We model the surface subsidence around the new power plant using point and ellipsoidal pressure sources in an elastic halfspace. Short-lived swarms of micro-earthquakes as well as aseismic fault movement are observed following the installation of the Reykjanes power plant, probably triggered by the stresses induced by geothermal fluid extraction.

2 Introduction
Many different natural and man-made processes associated with fluid migration at depth cause measurable deformation at the surface. The fluid-related processes are often so large that they obscure the deformation due to tectonic processes such as plate boundary deformation. Examples of processes involving fluid migration are ground-water extraction (e.g. Amelung et al., 1999; Hoffmann et al., 2001), mining (e.g. Donnelly, 2009), geothermal or hydrocarbon production (Grasso and
Wittlinger, 1990; Mossop and Segall, 1997; Fialko and Simons, 2000), naturally occurring fluctuations in geothermal and magmatic systems (Wicks et al., 1998; Peltier et al., 2009), or transient post-seismic processes (e.g. Jónsson et al., 2003).

Probably the most prominent example of man-made subsidence around a geothermal reservoir is the Wairakei geothermal field in New Zealand, where 50 years of geothermal fluid extraction has resulted in a total of 15 m subsidence (Allis et al., 2009). The host rock deformation associated with geothermal fluid extraction can provide important insight in the extent, morphology and dynamics of the subsurface fluid reservoirs (e.g. Glowacka et al., 1999; Fialko and Simons, 2000; Vasco et al., 2002). The fluid flow in reservoirs is often highly anisotropic due to variations in permeability related to geological structures such as faults or sediment composition (Amelung et al., 1999), hence spatially dense observations are needed in order to fully map the resulting ground deformation. InSAR offers excellent possibilities for this. Whereas ground-based observations, such as leveling and GPS data, are usually sparse, the radar technique can provide very dense spatial sampling of the ground deformation. In one example, Fialko and Simons (2000) examined InSAR data showing the subsidence around the Coso geothermal field in California, and modelled the subsidence using multiple ellipsoidal sources in an elastic halfspace. They also showed that clusters of micro-earthquakes associated with the geothermal fluid extraction may result from perturbations in the pore fluid pressure, as well as normal and shear stresses caused by the contraction of the geothermal reservoir.

In this paper we examine the ground deformation on the Reykjanes Peninsula in southwest Iceland, using a combination of descending and ascending InSAR, as well as GPS data. The Mid-Atlantic plate boundary comes onshore on the Reykjanes Peninsula, where it forms a diffuse transtensional plate boundary zone characterised by high seismicity and recent volcanism (Figure 1). The main tectonic features on the peninsula are a large number of NE-trending eruptive fissures and fractures, grouped into four volcanic fissure swarms (Saemundsson, 1978; Clifton and Kattenhorn, 2006). The volcanic fissure swarms are intersected by a series of N–S oriented right-lateral strike-slip faults, which are the surface expressions of the E–W shear at depth. Several high-temperature geothermal fields are present on the peninsula, located primarily at the intersections of the eruptive fissures and the strike-slip faults (Amy Clifton, personal communication, 2009). Following
the installation of a new geothermal power plant on the tip of the peninsula in 2006, a marked zone of subsidence of several cm/yr has evolved around the power plant. We examine the observed subsidence in some detail, to gain insight into the reservoir dynamics and the effect of the reservoir contraction on the surrounding crust.

3 Utilisation of geothermal energy on the Reykjanes Peninsula

The utilisation of geothermal waters has been an integral part of people’s life since the settlement of Iceland in the 9th century. The capital Reykjavík bears in its name a clear reference to geothermal springs (Reykjavík literally means "Smoky Bay"), and historical records describe how the springs were used for washing and bathing in past centuries. As of 2009, geothermal energy accounts for around 25% of the electricity production and almost all domestic heating in Iceland. Four geothermal power plants are in operation on the Reykjanes Peninsula and in the Hengill area. In 1976, the Svartsengi geothermal power plant was installed on the Reykjanes Peninsula, and since then it has been progressively expanded. The most recent expansion of Svartsengi took place in early 2008, resulting in a production capacity of 75 MW electricity and 150 MW heat. The Nesjavellir power plant was put into operation in the Hengill area in 1990, and is today the largest geothermal power plant in Iceland with a capacity of 120 MW electricity and 300 MW heat. In May 2006, the Reykjanes power plant was installed on the tip of the Reykjanes Peninsula with a capacity of 100 MW electricity. Later that year, the Hellisheiði power plant was installed in the southern Hengill area. The Hellisheiði power plant holds a production capacity of 210 MW electricity, as of February 2009, but there are plans to expand its capacity to a total of 300 MW electricity and 400 MW heat.

As the pressure drawdown may diminish the well field productivity, waste fluids are typically reinjected into the geothermal reservoirs. In Svartsengi, reinjection has been carried out at intermittent rates since 1984, but injection was increased progressively during 2002–2008 so that around 50% of the volume of extracted water was reinjected in 2008 (Vatnaskil, 2009). Systematic reinjection in the Reykjanes field has not started, as of summer 2009. In Hellisheiði, all waste
fluids from the production are reinjected into the reservoir.

The extraction of geothermal fluids results in pressure decrease and contraction of the rock matrix within the reservoir, which in turn causes subsidence above the reservoir. Subsidence in the Svartsengi field was first documented by a levelling and gravity study based on repeated measurements during 1975–1999 (Eysteinsson, 2000). The results of the levelling showed subsidence rates between 7–14 mm/yr, with the highest rates during the first years of production. The study also demonstrated that the subsidence at Svartsengi varies linearly with the pressure decrease observed at 900 meter depth in boreholes. The subsidence around Svartsengi was later confirmed by an InSAR study (Vadon and Sigmundsson, 1997), as well as GPS studies (Hreinsdóttir et al., 2001; Magnússon and Thorbergsson, 2004; Árnadóttir et al., 2006; Keiding et al., 2008).

4 Data and Methods

4.1 GPS data

We report GPS data from a network of around 60 campaign stations and 8 continuous stations on the Reykjanes Peninsula and the Hengill area. Annual surveys of selected campaign stations have been carried out since 2000. Each campaign measurement lasted at least two days during 2000–2006 and three days during 2007–2009. For this study, we processed all GPS data with the Bernese Software V5.0 (Dach et al., 2007), with orbit information from the Center for Orbit Determination in Europe. Six international IGS stations were included in the processing to aid the stabilisation in a global reference frame (Dow et al., 2005). The campaign solutions were combined and stabilised in the International Terrestrial Reference Frame (ITRF) 2005 (Altamimi et al., 2007), using the GLOBK software (Herring et al., 2006) and daily solutions for all continuous GPS stations in Iceland as well as the IGS stations. Finally, we form time series and compute station velocities in ITRF2005. We scale the formal uncertainties so that they equal the coordinate repeatabilities, which gives typical uncertainties of 1–2 mm on the north and east positions and 5–10 mm on the vertical position.

Discontinuities in the velocity field are caused by earthquakes in 2003 and 2008. On 23 August 2003 a $M_{W}$ 5.0 earthquake occurred on the central Reykjanes Peninsula, causing horizontal offsets of up to 1 cm at eight stations (Keiding et al.,
The velocities at these stations are computed using only the GPS data after the 2003 earthquake. Two main shocks with a composite magnitude of $M_W 6.2$ occurred immediately east of the study area on 29 May 2008, causing coseismic offsets of up to several cm on the eastern part of the peninsula (Hreinsdóttir et al., 2009). Hence the velocities at all stations east of 22°W are estimated using data before the 2008 earthquake sequence. Furthermore, the start of production in the Reykjanes and Hellisheidi geothermal fields in 2006 affected the velocities at nearby stations, as seen in the time series of the campaign stations RNES and HH04 in Figure 2. We therefore divide the time series at affected stations into two time periods before and after 2006, using the GPS campaign measurements in March–April 2006 as respectively the last and the first observation of each period. On average, five observations are used for the regression of constant velocities at the campaign stations. For the continuous stations we compute the velocities using observations at the time of each campaign.

4.2 InSAR data

The Reykjanes Peninsula is well suited for a radar based study because its surface mainly consists of young and sparsely vegetated lava fields, hence the surface reflectivity is sufficiently high and changes little with time. We form InSAR images from data collected by the ERS and Envisat satellites, operated by the European Space Agency. The ERS and Envisat data sets are from the descending track 138, and comprise 18 images spanning 11 May 1992–16 Sep 1999 and 22 images spanning 25 Sep 2003–18 Sep 2008, respectively. All images were acquired during May–October to avoid decorrelation due to snow. The SAR system operates with a side-looking geometry, illuminating a 100 km wide swath of the ground. The incidence angle at ground is $20°-26°$, and the descending line-of-sight (LOS) unit vector from ground to satellite is approximately $[\text{east north up}] = [0.4 \ 0.1 \ 0.9]$, hence the observations are most sensitive to vertical ground motion, less sensitive to east-west motion and least sensitive to north-south motion. The SAR image has ground resolution elements, or pixels, of approximately 5×20 meter.

The data are processed with the StaMPS/MTI software (Hooper et al., 2007; Hooper, 2008), which applies both a Persistent Scatterer (PS) and a Small Baseline (SB) approach. This multi-temporal InSAR method involves the processing of multiple acquisitions and addresses the problems of decorrelation caused by dif-
ferences in position and orientation of the master and slave sensor or by physical changes at the surface (e.g. Zebker and Villasenor, 1992). The PS method identifies pixels that are dominated by the echo from a single bright scatterer and therefore have little decorrelation due to changes in satellite geometry or relative movement of scatterers within the pixel. The SB method, on the other hand, minimises the decorrelation by computing interferograms with short temporal and spatial baselines. The combination of the two data sets has the potential for improving the spatial sampling considerably, and thereby increase the resolution of deformation signals and aid a more reliable phase unwrapping.

For the PS processing a master is chosen that minimises the sum of decorrelation due to the time interval, the perpendicular baseline and the difference in Doppler frequency. For the SB processing we form 42 ERS and 63 Envisat multiple-master interferograms. The Doris software (Kampes et al., 2003) is used for the interferometric processing. Each slave image is resampled to the master geometry and corrected for the difference in position of the master and slave sensor, using the WGS84 reference ellipsoid and a 25 m digital elevation model from the National Land Survey of Iceland. The pixels selected by the two methods are then combined and the phase unwrapped using a statistical cost flow algorithm applicable to single- or multiple-master time series (Hooper et al., 2009). Finally, the unwrapped phase is corrected for atmospheric delay plus errors in orbits and the elevation model, using a combination of temporal and spatial filtering (Hooper et al., 2007).

5 Results

5.1 GPS data

Figure 3 shows the GPS velocities relative to stable North America, computed using the ITRF2005 absolute rotation pole for the North American plate (Altamimi et al., 2007). The GPS velocities on the Reykjanes Peninsula mainly reflect the plate motion, that is, left-lateral shear in the E–W direction as well as some N–S opening. The station velocities are close to zero on the northern part of the peninsula, and gradually increase in magnitude moving south across the plate boundary zone. The stations along the southern shore of the peninsula are moving toward ESE with horizontal rates of 18–19 mm/yr relative to North America, or
almost the full spreading rate. The vertical GPS velocities are close to zero on the central part of the peninsula, but uplift is observed along the SE part of the peninsula. During 2001–2006 local subsidence is observed in the Svartsengi field, with a subsidence rate of 5–10 mm/yr, while no clear signal of subsidence is observed around the Nesjavellir power plant in the northern Hengill area.

During 2006–2009, marked signals of subsidence appear around the Reykjanes and Hellisheidi fields. The Reykjanes subsidence is confined to a small area on the tip of the peninsula, with a maximum subsidence rate of around 40 mm/yr at the nearest campaign GPS stations RNES (see Figure 2). The Hellisheidi subsidence bowl covers a larger area, in accordance with the larger extent of the well field. The maximum subsidence rates are smaller than in the Reykjanes field, however, the rates are not well-constrained due to the short time span of these station velocities from 2006 to 2008 (until the May 2008 earthquake). Interestingly, the station DRAU which is located less than one km from the Hellisheidi power plant (see Figure 3), has close to zero vertical rate, probably because it is located near one of the areas where waste fluids are being reinjected.

5.2 InSAR

The resulting ERS and Envisat time series each comprises around 2 million pixels, providing an exceptionally good spatial sampling of the ground deformation on the Reykjanes Peninsula. Small areas of decorrelation are observed at steep slopes and in areas with lakes or relatively dense vegetation. We compute the mean LOS velocity fields for the time periods 11 May 1992–16 Sep 1999, 25 Sep 2003–29 Sep 2005 and 6 Jul 2006–1 May 2008. Several of the ERS and Envisat interferograms have a bilinear phase ramp, showing increasing range change from east to west. The ramps may be partly due to orbital errors, but they may also reflect a regional subsidence of the western part of the peninsula, relative to its eastern part, as has been documented by a countrywide GPS study (Árnadóttir et al., 2009). In order to better display the local signals of deformation along the Reykjanes Peninsula, we remove the ramps before computing the mean LOS velocities. The 2003–2005 and 2006–2008 LOS fields have some noise, seen as areas of patchy LOS rates, reflecting that the mean LOS velocities during these periods are estimated from only nine images. The standard deviation of the mean LOS velocity for individual pixels is around 1 mm/yr for the 1992–1999 rates and 3–7 mm/yr for the 2003–
2005 and 2006–2008 rates. Although the standard deviation on individual pixels is sometimes high, the pattern of deformation is generally smooth and the signal-to-noise ratio is improved by multilooking the radar data.

The LOS velocity fields in Figure 4 reveal both regional and local deformation. All three images show increasing LOS rates moving from north to south across the peninsula, as illustrated with the profiles in the lower panel of Figure 4. This increase in LOS rates must in part reflect the increase in eastward velocities across the plate boundary zone, but it is also possible that they reflect some uplift along the SE part of the peninsula, as indicated by the GPS data. A subtle zone of negative LOS rates are observed along the central part of the peninsula during 2003–2005 and 2006–2008, with negative rates of 0–4 mm/yr relative to Reykjavík. The negative rates most likely reflect subsidence, caused by the extension across the plate boundary. The subsidence may indicate that the extension is not completely balanced by inflow of material from below, as suggested by Vadon and Sigmundsson (1997).

During 1992–1999 a marked zone of positive LOS rates is observed along the eastern margin of the image. A persistent earthquake swarm and uplift of the Hengill area was observed during 1994–1998, culminating in 1998 with two earthquake swarms including moderate sized events on the eastern part of the peninsula (Sigmundsson et al., 1997; Feigl et al., 2000; Clifton et al., 2002). The anomaly of positive LOS rates during 1992–1999 thus reflects uplift and possibly coseismic deformation or some widening of the Hengill fissure swarm, as suggested by a GPS study (Keiding et al., 2008).

The LOS velocity fields also show local deformation around the geothermal fields. Negative LOS rates are observed around the Svartsengi field in all three images. During 1992–1999, the maximum negative rates average 5 mm/yr, relative to Reykjavík, but a considerable higher negative rate of 20 mm/yr was in fact observed during 1992–1993, decreasing to 4 mm/yr after 1993. The varying subsidence rate is most likely due to changes in the reinjection of waste fluids at Svartsengi, as reinjection was taken up again in 1993, after a break during 1991–1992 (Vatnaskil, 2009). The subsidence around Svartsengi is elongated in the NE–SW direction, and includes the Eldvörp geothermal field located 5 km further SW (see Figure 1). The Eldvörp field has not yet been directly utilised, but a pressure connection between the Svartsengi and Eldvörp fields indicates that
fluids are also withdrawn from Eldvörp during production in Svartsengi (Eyjsteinsson, 2000). During 2003–2005 and 2006–2008, negative rates of around 10 mm/yr are observed in the Svartsengi field, but the subsidence signal is less localised than during 1992–1999, and part of the negative rates seems to be related to the regional zone of subsidence along the central plate boundary zone.

After 2006, a marked signal of negative LOS rates appears around the Reykjanes geothermal field, reflecting the newly formed subsidence bowl due to geothermal fluid extraction. The subsidence signal in the Reykjanes field shows up almost immediately after the power plant was put into operation in May 2006, and the maximum negative LOS rate during 2006–2008 is more than 30 mm/yr. Negative LOS rates are also observed around the Hellisheiði geothermal field in the east.

Finally, an anomaly of positive LOS rates is observed in the Krísuvík area on the central part of the peninsula. Local anomalies are also observed at some of the GPS stations in this area, which show accelerating uplift and SE motion during 2008–2009. The most likely explanation for this anomaly is that the geothermal system in the Krísuvík area is inflating due to overpressure. Another possibility, however, is that we are seeing the signs of a slow magmatic intrusion.

5.3 The western Reykjanes Peninsula

We examine the subsidence around the Reykjanes geothermal field on the western Reykjanes Peninsula in more detail, using a combination of the GPS and InSAR data. The GPS data show the 3-dimensional deformation but are spatially sparse, while the InSAR data have a very high spatial sampling rate but only provide a 1-dimensional observation of the ground deformation. Ascending radar data can add another 1-dimensional observation, because the ascending LOS unit vector of approximately $[\text{east north up}] = [-0.4 -0.1 0.9]$ differs from the descending LOS unit vector. Too few ascending radar data are available to be processed using the multi-temporal StaMPS/MTI method. However, we process ascending ERS data from track 173, using the GAMMA software (Werner et al., 2000), resulting in a some high-quality two-pass interferograms. We include one such interferogram, spanning June 2005 – May 2008, in this study. For comparison with the descending data we compute the descending LOS displacement during same time period, from 13 images. As the deformation during this time period is not steady (for example, it includes a full year before the start of production in the Reykjanes field), we
choose to show the total displacements during the considered time period, rather than normalising them to annual rates.

The ascending and descending radar LOS fields are shown in Figures 5a and b, with displacements relative to the mean values in the NW part of the area (as shown with the box in Figure 5a). The ascending and descending displacements show a similar deformation pattern, mainly the subsidence bowls around the Reykjanes and Svartsengi geothermal fields. The Reykjanes subsidence is clearly elongated in the NE-SW direction, thus aligning with the trend of the fractures in the area. The largest subsidence is observed within an ellipse of approximately 3×5 km, but there is a NNE-ward extension to the subsidence bowl, making it slightly curved. The boundary toward NW is particularly sharp, but the boundary toward east is also quite sharp, indicating that there is little pressure connection between the Reykjanes field and the adjacent Eldvörp field. The elongation of the subsidence bowl shows that the permeability in the reservoir is highly anisotropic. The ascending radar data show a larger maximum negative displacement (~12 cm) than the descending radar data (~8 cm), but this is probably due to the horizontal shear along the plate boundary rather than a discrepancy in the vertical displacements, as described below.

The linear combinations of ascending and descending radar data can provide useful information on the ground deformation in form of near-vertical and approximately east-west deformation fields. In the area shown in Figure 5 the average LOS unit vectors for the ascending track 173 and descending track 138 are

\[
\mathbf{n}_{\text{asc}} = \begin{bmatrix} -0.32 \\ -0.10 \\ 0.94 \end{bmatrix} \quad \text{and} \quad \mathbf{n}_{\text{des}} = \begin{bmatrix} 0.40 \\ -0.11 \\ 0.91 \end{bmatrix}
\]

Addition and subtraction of the mean LOS displacements thus give the following sensitivity vectors

\[
\mathbf{n}_+ = \mathbf{n}_{\text{asc}} + \mathbf{n}_{\text{des}} = \begin{bmatrix} 0.09 \\ -0.21 \\ 1.85 \end{bmatrix} \quad \text{and} \quad \mathbf{n}_- = \mathbf{n}_{\text{des}} - \mathbf{n}_{\text{asc}} = \begin{bmatrix} 0.72 \\ -0.01 \\ -0.04 \end{bmatrix}
\]

Hence the added LOS displacements will show near-vertical deformation and the subtracted LOS displacements will show deformation approximately in the east-west direction. After forming the linear combinations of the ascending and descending data we normalise them to the lengths of the sensitivity vectors to get the displacements in cm.
The near-vertical radar displacements in Figure 5c indicate that the total subsidence in the Reykjanes geothermal field is around 10 cm, during June 2005 – May 2008. Comparisons with the ascending and descending LOS data show that the maximum LOS displacements are offset by 1–2 km from the centre of subsidence in the near-vertical deformation field, because the horizontal motion is also mapped onto the LOS directions. The east-west radar displacements in Figure 5d show horizontal motion on the order of several cm toward the centre of subsidence around the Reykjanes field. Furthermore, there is a clear regional pattern showing westward displacements on the northern part of the peninsula and eastward displacements on the southern part, reflecting the left-lateral shear along the plate boundary.

In order to compare the radar and GPS data, we compute the GPS velocities during 2005–2009, scale them to the time period of the radar data to get the displacements, and project the displacements onto the radar unit vectors. The values of the projected GPS displacements are shown with the coloured circles on top of the radar displacements in Figure 5, and generally agree well with the radar data. A quantitative comparison can be obtained if we estimate the values of the radar data as the mean and standard deviation of the pixel values within a small area centred at each GPS station (here we use circular areas with 600 m diameter). Doing so, we find that the differences between the GPS and radar data are usually less than 1 cm and within the $1\sigma$ uncertainties of the data.

6 Modelling the subsidence around the Reykjanes field

6.1 Methodology

We estimate source models that may describe the subsidence around the Reykjanes and Svartsengi fields by joint optimisation of GPS and InSAR data. The simplest source model relating ground deformation to volume change at depth is an isotropic point pressure source (Mogi, 1958), defined by four parameters describing its location (latitude, longitude, depth) and volume change. The point source gives a good approximation to roughly equi-dimensional bodies undergoing uniform volume change and has been widely used to model observed deformation of active volcanoes (e.g. Lu et al., 2002; Pagli et al., 2004). The point source has also been applied to model subsidence due to geothermal fluid extraction (Mossop
and Segall, 1997; Fialko and Simons, 2000), although more than a single point pressure source is usually required in order to fit the spatial irregularities observed around geothermal fields.

Another common elastic halfspace source model that relates ground deformation to pressure change at depth is the finite prolate spheroidal source derived by Yang et al. (1988). The ellipsoidal source is defined by eight parameters describing its location (latitude, longitude, depth), geometry (length of semimajor and semiminor axes), orientation (strike and plunge of the semimajor axis) and uniform pressure at the ellipsoidal surface. The ellipsoidal source with its slightly more complicated finite geometry, often provides a better fit to the deformation observed around active volcanos (Pagli et al., 2004) or geothermal fields (Fialko and Simons, 2000), than does the simple point source. The pressure change, \( \Delta P \), of the ellipsoidal source can be related to its volume change, \( \Delta V \), by the expression

\[
\Delta V = \frac{\Delta P}{\mu} \pi ab^2,
\]

where \( \mu \) is the shear modulus and \( a \) and \( b \) are the semimajor and semiminor axis lengths (Tiamo et al., 2000).

The ascending and descending radar LOS displacements and the GPS displacements (in east, north and vertical) are included as three separate data sets in the optimisations. The data reflect both the local deformation due to production in the Reykjanes and Svartsengi fields and the plate motion, as demonstrated in Figure 5d and described above. Thus, in order to model the subsidence around the geothermal fields, we have to estimate and subtract the background deformation due to plate motion for both GPS and radar data. For the GPS data we estimate the background velocities observed during 2001–2006 at each station, and subtract them from the velocities observed during 2005–2009. The four stations located nearest to Svartsengi are affected by the subsidence around the geothermal field during the entire period of the GPS data included in this study, hence we obtain an estimate of the background velocities due to plate motion at these stations as the average of the background velocities at nearby GPS stations. We finally scale the velocities during 2005–2009 to match the time period of the radar data. In the radar fields, the east-west shear along the plate boundary causes linear ramps perpendicular to the plate boundary, hence we estimate such ramps in areas where there is negligible subsidence (here we use data east of 22.35°W
and north of 63.96°N), and subtract them from the LOS displacements. During optimisation, we moreover estimate and subtract a constant offset in the ascending and descending radar data, as to not bias the input due to the choice of reference frame (that is, the area shown with the box in Figure 5a).

We sub-sample the radar data using a quadtree algorithm that reduces the number of data points while maintaining a good spatial representation of the deformation. We start by dividing the radar LOS fields into squares of 2×2 km, which corresponds approximately to the correlation distance within the data. The squares that have a variance larger than a certain threshold are then recursively subdivided into quadrants until the variance within each quadrant does not exceed the threshold. The weights of the sub-sampled radar data are estimated from the full data variance-covariance matrix, as described by Sudhaus and Jónsson (2008). The sample covariogram for a discrete distance class $h_c$ is given by

$$\hat{C}(h_c) = \frac{1}{2N} \sum_{i=1}^{N} d(r_i) \cdot d(s_i)$$

(4)

where $d(r_i)$ and $d(s_i)$ are the radar LOS displacements at the locations $r_i$ and $s_i$ separated by distances of approximately $h_c$, and $N$ is the number of data pairs in the distance class. The sample covariogram is fitted by an exponential decay function, which is then used to compute the covariance matrix for the sub-sampled data set.

After sub-sampling, the ascending and descending data sets include 185 and 274 data points, respectively, while the GPS data set includes 17×3 data points. We apply a non-linear optimisation scheme to find the set of model parameters that minimizes the weighted residual sum of squares, \(WRSS = r^T \sum^{-1} r\), where \(r\) is the difference between the observed and predicted displacements, and \(\sum\) is the data covariance matrix. During optimisation we use a simulated annealing algorithm, followed by a derivative-based algorithm (e.g. Cervelli et al., 2001). The simulated annealing performs a random search through the predefined model parameter space and identifies the region near the absolute model-cost minimum. The algorithm is able to escape local minima due to the randomness of the search, but it does not necessarily find the minimum itself. The result of the simulated annealing is therefore passed to a derivative-based algorithm to improve the model further. The mean and confidence intervals of the model parameters are estimated using a bootstrap algorithm (Efron and Tibshirani, 1986), that performs the optimisations
on a large number of randomly resampled data sets and computes the confidence intervals from the range of the estimated parameters. We report the goodness of fit to the data using the reduced chi-squared, calculated as $\chi^2 = \frac{\text{RSS}}{N-m}$, where $N$ is the number of data and $m$ is the number of unknown model parameters.

6.2 Results of modelling

The simplest model with a single point source for each of the Reykjanes and Svartsengi subsidence bowls has a $\chi^2=4.2$. The fit is improved if we increase the number of point sources to two ($\chi^2=3.7$) or three ($\chi^2=1.8$) to explain the subsidence around the Reykjanes field. In the two- and three-point source models, the sources align along the NE–SW trend of the subsidence signal, at 1.5–2.8 km depth. If we instead use a single ellipsoidal source for the Reykjanes subsidence and a point source for the Svartsengi subsidence, then we obtain a $\chi^2=2.5$. The estimated ellipsoidal source is clearly elongated in the horizontal NE–SW direction with a semimajor to semiminor axis ratio of 4.5. As with the point source models, the fit is improved if we instead use two ($\chi^2=2.2$) or three ($\chi^2=1.5$) ellipsoidal sources. The estimated ellipsoid parameters are listed in Table 1, for the model with one (1a), two (2a, b) and three (3a, b, c) sources for the Reykjanes subsidence, and Figure 6 shows the data that were used as input in the optimisations and the results computed from the three-ellipsoid model. The bootstrap confidence limits seem small and may be underestimated due to the correlations in the InSAR data.

During the optimisations we allow all ellipsoids to vary freely in strike and plunge of the semimajor axis. The sources that have a sub-horizontal plunge show a clear NE–SW orientation. However, both the two- and three-ellipsoid models have a steeply plunging source. In the model with three ellipsoidal sources, the steep source (3b) plunges $68\pm3^\circ$ toward NW, and is centred at $4.3\pm0.1$ km depth. Note the similarity of sources 2a and 3a and the sources 2b and 3b in Table 1. The additional source 3c in the three-ellipsoid model is located near the SW part of the subsidence bowl and has a small volume decrease. The best-fit three-ellipsoid model shown in Figure 6 reproduces the GPS and radar observations to the first order. The residuals of the ascending data are generally larger than for the descending data. The GPS residuals are usually within the uncertainties of the observations, however, two data points in the Reykjanes subsidence bowl have larger residuals.
The Svartsengi point source is located at 5 km depth and has a volume decrease of around $2.6 \times 10^{-3}$ km$^3$. The depth of the Svartsengi source seems a little too deep, compared to the depth of the production boreholes in Svartsengi of 1–2 km (Jónsson et al., 2009). The large depth may occur because the source tries to fit some regional subsidence along the plate boundary, and not just the local subsidence around the geothermal field. We also test the ellipsoidal source for Svartsengi, but the results are scattered, with a roughly equi-dimensional source without a preferred orientation.

7 Discussion

7.1 Subsidence and pressure changes

In the previous section we found that the observed surface subsidence around the Reykjanes geothermal field can be fitted well using three ellipsoidal sources in an elastic halfspace. Our model assumes a simplified reservoir using finite ellipsoidal pressure sources, and does not consider the poroelastic processes related to the flow of the interstitial fluid and the deformation of the porous rock. However, the pore pressure changes induced by fluid extraction diminishes outside the reservoir, thus the deformation of the crust surrounding the reservoir can be assumed elastic (Segall and Fitzgerald, 1998). Our elastic halfspace model, therefore, provides a reasonable simulation of the deformation of the crust surrounding the reservoir.

In the Reykjanes field, geothermal fluids are mostly extracted from 1–2.5 km depth (Jónsson et al., 2009). The two horizontal ellipsoids from the three-ellipsoid model are located within this depth range, but the steeply plunging ellipsoid is deeper, centred at around 4 km. As the ellipsoid plunges steeply it extends to the shallower depths, corresponding to the production depth in the well field. However the source depth still seems high and it may not be as well constrained as the bootstrap optimisations indicate. The steep ellipsoid has most of the volume change, that is $2/3$ out of the total volume change of $3.6 \times 10^{-3}$ km$^3$ from the three sources, suggesting that water primarily flows to the well field from below. During 2005–2008, a total of 57.9 Mton fluids were extracted from the Reykjanes field (Vatnaskil, 2009). Assuming a density of 820 kg/m$^3$ of the geothermal water (Eysteinsson, 2000), this corresponds to a volume withdrawal of $70.6 \times 10^{-3}$ km$^3$, that is, 20 times the estimated volume change from the three ellipsoidal sources.
The difference between the volume of the extracted fluids and the volume decrease may seem large, but a similar difference was estimated in the Svartsengi field during 1975–1999 (Eysteinsson, 2000). The extracted fluids are partly replaced by the natural recharge into the system. However, the natural recharge does not completely make up for the extracted fluids, hence the pore pressure within the reservoir decreases and the ground water level drops. The decrease in pore pressure, in turn, results in a small contraction of the rock matrix. The large difference between the volume of the extracted fluids and the estimated volume change of the host rock indicates that the rock matrix is relatively strong and that the fluid extraction does not considerably reduce the permeability in the reservoir. Thus the well field productivity can be maintained in future by increased natural recharge as well as reinjection of waste fluids.

Figure 7 shows a comparison of the vertical GPS displacements at the station RNES, the maximum descending LOS displacements in the Reykjanes field and the pressure observed at 1500 m depth in three boreholes (Jónsson et al., 2009). The boreholes RN12 and RN23 are production holes located within in the main well field, while RN16 is located some hundred meters further NW and is only used for monitoring and research. The geodetic data and the pressure observations show the same pattern: slow subsidence and slowly decreasing pressure during 2003–2006, followed by an abrupt change to higher rates at the time of the start of production in the Reykjanes field in 2006. The pressure observations clearly show that the pressure decrease starts to tail out during 2007, indicating that it is stabilising at a slower rate. The stabilisation of the pressure decrease is expected as the recharge into the system usually increases during the first years of production, and the observed pressure changes are in good agreement with numerical simulations of the reservoir fluid and heat flow (Björnsson et al., 2008). The surface subsidence observed by GPS also appears to tail off, albeit at a slower rate than the pressure observations, indicating that the crustal response is somewhat delayed from the pressure changes. The pressure decrease in RN16 is smaller than that observed in the production boreholes located within the main well field, however it shows a very similar pattern. The total pressure decrease in the production boreholes is around 3 MPa.
7.2 Induced seismicity

Extraction of fluids from geothermal and hydrocarbon reservoirs are known to trigger seismicity in several cases, such as in the Geysers geothermal field (Eberhart-Phillips and Oppenheimer, 1984), the Coso geothermal field in USA (Fialko and Simons, 2000) and the Lacq gas field in southwestern France (Grasso and Wittlinger, 1990). Near the Lacq gas field, earthquakes with magnitudes up to 4.2 have been recorded, in an area that is clearly separated from the tectonic seismicity in the Pyrenees (Grasso and Wittlinger, 1990). The seismicity began when the pressure had decreased by 30 MPa, ten years after the start of gas extraction. The subsidence around the Lacq gas field varies linearly with the average reservoir pressure drop, indicating that the contraction of the reservoir can be explained by a linear poro-elastic model (Segall et al., 1994). The poro-elastic stressing due to reservoir contraction has been examined in detail by Segall (1989) and Segall and Fitzgerald (1998). They found through analytical modelling of a circular disk-shaped reservoir, that the least compressive horizontal stress within the reservoir decreases with decreasing pore pressures, thus enhancing tensional fracturing. Outside the reservoir production does not directly decrease the pore pressure so that the tendency for normal faulting is considerably larger. In extensional environments, normal faulting will be promoted near the edge of the reservoir, or anywhere there is a steep gradient in pore-pressure reduction (Segall and Fitzgerald, 1998).

A change in the pattern of seismicity is observed following the start of production in the Reykjanes power plant (Figure 8). Earthquakes on the Reykjanes Peninsula usually occur along a narrow ENE trending zone extending from the tip of the peninsula to the Hengill area (Tryggvason, 1973). An intense swarm of several thousand micro-earthquakes were recorded on the tip of the peninsula in 1972 by a local seismic network (Klein et al., 1977). Accurate epicentre locations of a subset of the swarm events showed that most of the earthquakes occurred within a less than 2 km wide and approximately 12 km long zone, as outlined in Figure 8. Since the early 1990s, earthquakes in Iceland have been recorded by the SIL seismic network operated by the Icelandic Meteorological Office (Bödvarrsson et al., 1999; Jakobsdóttir, 2008). Earthquake locations and magnitudes as well as focal mechanism solutions are determined as part of the routine SIL analysis.
During the first months after the start of production in the Reykjaness field, the SIL network recorded three short-lived earthquake swarms SE of the tip of the peninsula, along the periphery of the subsidence bowl. The swarms occurred on 31 May–1 June, 9–10 July and 27–28 September 2006 (orange dots in Figure 8), and each of them had 40–80 recorded events with a maximum local magnitude of $M_L3$. A swarm occurred in the same area on 6–11 January 2008, and another swarm NW of the tip on 8 July 2008 (blue dots). The focal mechanisms, as determined by the SIL analysis, showed that the largest events were typically consistent with normal faulting on NE-trending planes (see Figure 8), although there is some uncertainty on the mechanisms as the earthquakes are located outside the seismic network.

Very few earthquakes have previously been recorded in these areas by the SIL network, and the seismicity is clearly separated from the area of the intense 1972 swarm. We investigate if the unusual earthquake activity could be triggered by the crustal stresses caused by the contraction within the geothermal field. From our three-ellipsoid model for the subsidence around the Reykjaness geothermal field, we compute the change in Coulomb failure stress ($\Delta$CFS) for normal slip on NE-SW trending fault planes dipping 60° toward NW, along a vertical profile AA’ shown in Figure 8. The $\Delta$CFS along this profile is mainly due to the steeply plunging ellipsoid (3b), because this source is located nearest the profile. The maximum stress change is around 0.3 MPa, which may be enough to trigger earthquakes (e.g. King et al., 1994). The earthquakes recorded during the swarms in 2006 and 2008 were generally located a little deeper than the area of maximum $\Delta$CFS. However, the uncertainty of the hypocentre depths in this area reported by the SIL catalogue are typically 3–6 km, and recent work on the velocity model on the Reykjaness Peninsula indicates that the earthquake depths here may be a little too deep (K. Vogfjörd, personal communication, 2008).

Short-lived swarms also occurred SE of the Svartsengi field during 2–3 July 2007 (red dots) and 22–24 January 2008 (blue dots in Figure 8). The swarms only had 40–60 recorded events, but they both included a number of $M_L > 3$ events, and the January 2008 swarm included two $M_L4$ events. Very little seismicity has been observed in the area since the start of production in the Svartsengi field in 1976, indicating that the pressure drawdown in the Svartsengi reservoir of around 3 MPa (Vatnaskil, 2009), may have raised the fracture limit and thus reduced the micro-earthquake activity temporarily (Brandsdóttir et al., 2002; Keiding et al.,
The small swarms along the periphery of the Svartsengi subsidence bowl may occur in response to the increased reinjection of waste fluids during recent years.

7.3 Aseismic faulting

Interestingly, the radar data reveal subtle discontinuities that probably reflect fault movement, as can be seen in the near-vertical displacements along profile BB’ in Figure 8. Near the NW end of the profile, we see a 3 km long NE-trending discontinuity, consistent with subsidence in a graben-like structure. This discontinuity becomes visible between two acquisitions from 14 September 2006 to 19 October 2006, a few months after the start of production in the Reykjanes field. No fractures have been mapped in this area, but the amplitude images from the radar data clearly show linear structures aligning with the edges of the discontinuity. The total offset in the near-vertical radar image is approximately 1 cm, but no earthquakes were associated with this event. A recent earthquake study on the Reykjanes Peninsula in fact suggested considerable aseismic faulting in the west (Keiding et al., 2009). A similar, albeit less clear, discontinuity can be seen near the SE end of the profile. The discontinuities are located at some distance from the Reykjanes subsidence bowl, however they are within the areas of increased tensile stress, and the appearance of the largest discontinuity in fall 2006 suggests that these faulting events are also induced by the subsidence due to geothermal fluid extraction.

8 Conclusions

We have examined the crustal deformation observed on the Reykjanes Peninsula during 1992–2009, using InSAR and GPS data. The plate boundary is transtensional with both left-lateral motion and opening, and a number of geothermal fields are located along the central plate boundary zone. The geodetic data show deformation due to the plate motion, anthropogenic subsidence around the Reykjanes, Svartsengi and Hellisheiði geothermal power plants and, possibly, pressure increase in the Krýsuvík geothermal system. We investigate the subsidence around the Reykjanes field in more detail, and estimate a maximum subsidence of around 10 cm during the first two years of production. The subsidence bowl around the
Reykjanes field is clearly elongated in the NE–SW direction, thus aligning with the main trend of fractures in the area. The observed surface subsidence can be modelled using point or ellipsoidal pressure sources in an elastic halfspace. A model with two or three ellipsoidal sources for the subsidence around Reykjanes indicates that water flows to the well field primarily from below, but there is also considerable lateral flow due to the anisotropic permeability. Following the installation of the Reykjanes power plant, short-lived swarms of micro-earthquakes appear along the SE and NW periphery of the subsidence bowl, in areas where there has not previously been recorded earthquakes. The earthquake swarms, as well as aseismic fault movement revealed by the radar data, appear to be triggered by the stresses due to geothermal fluid extraction at Reykjanes.
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Figure 1: Tectonic map of the Reykjanes Peninsula, with fracture locations from Clifton and Kattenhorn (2006). The fractures are mainly NE-SW trending normal faults and tension fractures located within four volcanic fissure swarms. The hatched areas show the locations of high-temperature geothermal fields, labelled as R: Reykjanes, E: Ekdvörp, S: Svartsengi, K: Krísuvík, B: Brennisteinsfjöll and H: Hengill. The Iceland inset shows the neovolcanic systems (grey shades) and the location of the study area. The arrows show the direction of the 2 cm/yr spreading across the peninsula between North America and Eurasia (DeMets et al., 1994).
Figure 2: North, east and vertical time series at the campaign stations RNES and HH04 (see station locations in Figure 3), in the ITRF2005 reference frame. Error bars indicate 1σ uncertainties. The solid vertical lines show the approximate start of production at the Reykjaness and Hellsheidi geothermal power plants. The stippled line shows the time of the earthquake sequence on 29 May 2008.

Table 1: Estimated ellipsoidal source parameters for the subsidence around the Reykjanes field

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>Lon</th>
<th>Lat</th>
<th>Depth</th>
<th>Strike</th>
<th>Plunge</th>
<th>Semimajor</th>
<th>Semiminor</th>
<th>Volume decrease</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>(°W)</td>
<td>(°N)</td>
<td>(km)</td>
<td>(°)</td>
<td>(°)</td>
<td>(km)</td>
<td>(km)</td>
<td>(×10⁻³ km³)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1a</td>
<td>22.67</td>
<td>63.827</td>
<td>2.3±0.2</td>
<td>52±1</td>
<td>0±2</td>
<td>4±1</td>
<td>0.9±0.1</td>
<td>2.4±0.3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2a</td>
<td>22.64</td>
<td>63.843</td>
<td>2.0±0.1</td>
<td>51±1</td>
<td>6±2</td>
<td>6±1</td>
<td>0.3±0.1</td>
<td>1.1±0.1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2b</td>
<td>22.68</td>
<td>63.817</td>
<td>4.0±0.1</td>
<td>241±2</td>
<td>60±2</td>
<td>4±1</td>
<td>1.1±0.1</td>
<td>2.8±0.4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3a</td>
<td>22.64</td>
<td>63.838</td>
<td>1.6±0.1</td>
<td>28±3</td>
<td>1±1</td>
<td>6±1</td>
<td>0.2±0.1</td>
<td>0.8±0.1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3b</td>
<td>22.68</td>
<td>63.829</td>
<td>4.3±0.1</td>
<td>289±4</td>
<td>68±3</td>
<td>4±1</td>
<td>0.5±0.1</td>
<td>2.4±0.1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3c</td>
<td>22.71</td>
<td>63.819</td>
<td>1.1±0.1</td>
<td>232±2</td>
<td>2±2</td>
<td>3±1</td>
<td>1.2±0.1</td>
<td>0.4±0.1</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

The confidence limits are 68% percentiles from the bootstrap model parameters.

A Poisson’s ratio of 0.25 and a shear modulus of 10 GPa are used in all calculations (Fialko and Simons, 2000).
Figure 3: GPS velocities based on annual measurements during 2001–2009. The arrows show horizontal velocities with 1σ confidence ellipses, while the contour colours in the background show interpolated vertical velocities. Black dots show location of production boreholes at the Svartsengi (S), Nesjavellir (N), Hellisheidi (H) and Reykjanes (R) geothermal power plants. The velocities at stations near the Reykjanes and Hellisheidi power plants have been computed for 2001–2006 (upper panel) and 2006–2009 (lower panel, western peninsula) or 2006–2008 (lower panel, eastern peninsula). Note that only the velocity vectors coloured in red are from time series that have been split up into two periods, the other velocities are based on all available data. Some variations in the velocity vectors between the two time periods are due to changes in the network configuration, that is, abandonment of old stations or installation of new ones.
Figure 4: Residual mean LOS velocity fields after removal of bilinear ramps, relative to the mean value during each period in the area near Reykjavík (shown with the box). The time spans of the images are 11 May 1992–16 Sep 1999 (18 ERS images), 25 Sep 2003–29 Sep 2005 (9 Envisat images) and 6 Jul 2006–1 May 2008 (9 Envisat images). The profiles in the bottom panel show moving averages of the mean LOS rates and 1σ standard deviations along the line shown on the maps.
Figure 5: Linear combinations of ascending and descending radar data and comparison with GPS data. a) Ascending LOS displacement during 18 June 2005–3 May 2008 from two Envisat track 173 acquisitions. b) Descending LOS displacement during 16 June 2005–1 May 2008, estimated from 13 Envisat track 138 acquisitions. c) Near-vertical radar displacements from addition of ascending and descending LOS displacements. d) Approximately east-west radar displacement obtained by subtracting the ascending from the descending LOS displacements. The coloured circles show the magnitudes of the GPS displacements projected onto the direction of the radar displacements. The radar data in all four panels are shown relative to the mean value within the area shown with the box in panel a, and the GPS data are shown relative to the continuous GPS station located within the box. The arrows in panel a and b show the line-of-sight direction from ground toward the ascending and descending satellite.
Figure 6: Ascending and descending radar LOS displacements and east, north and vertical GPS displacements included in optimisation for the Reykjanes and Svartsengi source parameters. The predicted surface displacements from the model with three finite ellipsoidal sources for Reykjanes and a point source for Svartsengi is shown, as well as the residuals between the observations and predictions. The coloured circles in the GPS figures show the vertical displacements. The colour scale for the ascending LOS, descending LOS and vertical GPS displacements is identical for the three figures.
Figure 7: Time series spanning 2003–2008 with vertical GPS and descending radar LOS displacements, as well as pressure observed at 1500 m depth in three boreholes in the Reykjanes field. The GPS and radar displacements are in the same reference frame as in Figure 5.
Figure 8: Close-up on the near-vertical radar displacement field during June 2005 – May 2008 (same as in Figure 5c). Earthquake locations and focal mechanisms from the SIL seismic catalogue are shown as background events (small black dots), and distinct swarm events in 2006 (orange), 2007 (red) and 2008 (blue). Also shown are focal mechanisms for some of the largest swarm events with local magnitudes ranging 2.9–4.1. The black outline shows the approximate location of the 1972 swarm activity (redrawn from Klein et al., 1977, their Figure 5). Profile AA’ shows the predicted change in Coulomb failure stress, for normal slip on NE-SW trending fault planes, computed from the three-ellipsoid elastic halfspace model for the subsidence around the Reykjanes geothermal field. Profile BB’ shows the observed near-vertical radar displacement across the Reykjanes subsidence bowl.